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Abstract

We propose a modification of the standard inverse scattering transform for the

focusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation (also other equations by natural gener-

alization) formulated with nonzero boundary conditions at infinity. The purpose

is to deal with arbitrary-order poles and potentially severe spectral singularities

in a simple and unified way. As an application, we use the modified transform

to place the Peregrine solution and related higher-order “rogue wave” solutions

in an inverse-scattering context for the first time. This allows one to directly

study properties of these solutions such as their dynamical or structural stability,

or their asymptotic behavior in the limit of high order. The modified transform

method also allows rogue waves to be generated on top of other structures by

elementary Darboux transformations rather than the generalized Darboux trans-

formations in the literature or other related limit processes. © 2019 Wiley Peri-

odicals, Inc.

1 Introduction

Take the Cauchy initial-value problem for the focusing cubic nonlinear Schrö-

dinger (NLS) equation in one space dimension written in the form

(1.1) i
@ 

@t
C 1

2

@2 

@x2
C .j j2 � 1/ D 0; x 2 R; t > 0:

Here we have written the equation in a “rotating frame” by replacing the traditional

nonlinear term j j2 with .j j2 � 1/ , which ensures that  .x; t/ � 1 is an

exact solution, to which we demand solutions decay for large jxj by imposing the

boundary conditions

(1.2) lim
x!˙1

 .x; t/ D 1; t > 0:

The formulation of the Cauchy problem is complete (modulo technical details of

the sense in which (1.1) is satisfied and in which the side conditions are achieved,
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usually encoded in the choice of an appropriate space) by specifying an initial

condition

(1.3)  .x; 0/ D  0.x/; x 2 R:

The equation (1.1) frequently arises in an asymptotic limit as an amplitude equa-

tion for weakly nonlinear, monochromatic, strongly dispersive waves in conserva-

tive systems. In this setting, the exact solution  .x; t/ � 1 corresponds in the

physical system to a uniform traveling wavetrain, nearly sinusoidal due to weak

nonlinearity. Such nearly sinusoidal waves were studied by G. G. Stokes in the

setting of surface water waves and the corresponding solution  .x; t/ � 1 of (1.1)

is sometimes called a Stokes wave. The Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) is therefore a

mathematical formulation of the question of what becomes of a spatially localized

perturbation of the Stokes wave. We will also follow convention and frequently

refer to the solution  D  bg.x; t/ � 1 as the background.

One can check that the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) with initial

data

(1.4)  0.x/ ´ 1 � 4 1 � 2it0

1C 4.x � x0/2 C 4t20

(here .x0; t0/ 2 R
2 is a pair of parameters) is the Peregrine breather [35]

(1.5)  .x; t/ D  P.x; t/ ´ 1 � 4 1C 2i.t � t0/
1C 4.x � x0/2 C 4.t � t0/2

:

This solution may be viewed as a model for a “rogue wave”: it converges uni-

formly to the background solution  bg.x; t/ � 1 as t ! ˙1, but has a peak at

x D x0 that occurs at the time t D t0 in the sense that max.x;t/2R2 j .x; t/j D
j .x0; t0/j D 3. See Figure 1.1. In studies of surface water waves, “rogue,”

“extreme,” or “freak” waves are commonly defined as waves that are spatially and

temporally localized (hence coming out of nowhere and disappearing again without

a trace) disturbances of amplitudes exceeding that of the background by an order of

magnitude. Rogue waves are viewed as rare events (and the background amplitude

is usually defined in the sense of a statistical average) but they can cause damage to

ships and fixed structures such as oil drilling platforms. For these reasons they have

attracted substantial scientific attention in recent years; see [24, 28] for a review of

these notions. Rogue waves have been produced in wave-tank experiments [11].

A recent application of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) to model ocean surface

rogue waves is the statistical, data-driven computational tool described in [13] (see

also [34]), which aims to give a warning of a few minutes for the appearance of a

rogue wave.

Of course, as the focusing NLS equation (1.1) is a universal asymptotic model

for weakly nonlinear waves, analogues of the Peregrine solution and of rogue

waves more generally are expected to occur in a myriad of physical systems.

One landmark in this direction was the experimental observation [25, 29] of ex-

treme light waves well-modeled by the Peregrine solution in nonlinear optical
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FIGURE 1.1. The modulus j P.x; t/j of the Peregrine breather solution

 P.x; t/ (1.5) of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) with its peak located

at .x0; t0/ D .0; 0/.

fibers. Some more recent experiments involving the generation and observation

of Peregrine-like rogue waves in nonlinear optics are described in [10,36,39]. The

optical experiments in particular are very interesting because they suggest some

sort of robustness (if not proper dynamical stability) of Peregrine rogue waves in

the sense that the experiments are reliable and repeatable (and in some cases the

reported results are actually averages over many propagating pulses).

Another context in which the Peregrine breather solution (1.5) reliably appears

is in the examination of solutions of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) with general

initial data but in a certain semiclassical limit. The semiclassical limit makes the

characteristic length scale and duration of the Peregrine solution small compared to

the length scale in the initial data and the length of time over which the solution is

observed. Thus it becomes relatively unimportant exactly which kind of boundary

conditions are imposed at infinity. In [6] the semiclassical scaling for (1.1) was

studied under the assumption that the boundary condition (1.2) was replaced with

(1.6) lim
x!˙1

 .x; t/ D 0; t > 0;

and it was shown that for a large class of (implicitly specified) initial data the

solution of the Cauchy problem develops a universal wave pattern in which nu-

merous Peregrine breathers appear at predictable (via the pole distribution of the

tritronquée Painlevé-I transcendent) locations .x0; t0/ within a wedge-shaped do-

main in the .x; t/-plane opening from its vertex in the positive t -direction. There

are many Peregrine breathers centered at points .x0; t0/ that, in the semiclassical

scaling, are very far from one another compared to the characteristic scales of the
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breathers themselves. All of these breathers rest upon a common nonzero back-

ground field that is asymptotically constant on length scales that contain arbitrarily

many breathers, although on larger spatial scales this background has to decay to

zero to match the mathematically imposed boundary conditions. This kind of pat-

tern of waves might seem to be a strictly theoretical phenomenon, and yet it has

recently also been observed in optical experiments [38].

There are many papers that describe generalizations of the elementary Peregrine

solution (1.5), making use of the integrable structure behind the focusing NLS

equation (1.1) to construct “higher-order” versions of  P.x; t/ by mostly algebraic

means such as the Hirota method or Darboux-like transformations leading to de-

terminantal or Wronskian formulae for exact solutions with interesting properties.

An interesting point that was observed from the beginning is that it is not possi-

ble to generate  P.x; t/ or its higher-order analogues from the standard Darboux

transformation method. Instead, one must take certain limits within the standard

Darboux transformation method as was done in [2] and put into the framework of a

generalized Darboux scheme in [23]. See also [4,17,21,22,26]. The fact that limits

are required at some level mirrors what is also required to obtain these solutions

via the inverse-scattering method as it is currently understood.

Despite all of this activity, and all of the knowledge available to date on the

Peregrine solution and its generalizations mentioned above, none of these solutions

have been obtained directly as the solution of a Cauchy problem of the form (1.1)–

(1.3) via an inverse-scattering transform. This makes it challenging to address

questions that would seem natural from the point of view of soliton theory:

� Are rogue wave solutions stable to localized perturbations? If not, what

kinds of perturbations excite instabilities, and what is the long-term non-

linear saturation of the instabilities?

� Is it possible to make a prediction based on the computation of some rele-

vant scattering data as to how many Peregrine-like peaks will be generated

from a localized perturbation of the background? In other words, what

kind of initial conditions generate rogue waves?

� How do rogue waves interact with other coherent structures, such as the

time-periodic Kuznetsov-Ma soliton [30,32] and its moving generalization

sometimes called the Tajiri-Watanabe soliton [37]? How do they interact

with more general waves that are not in the realm of “exact solutions”?

� Since it is possible to define mathematically a “rogue wave of order N ”

for arbitrary N , what can be said quantitatively about the asymptotics for

large N ?

In this paper, we aim to resolve this difficulty by generalizing the inverse-scatter-

ing solution for the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) currently in the literature to cap-

ture rogue waves. As will be seen, rogue waves correspond to a particular type

of spectral singularity; the method we propose handles these and other types of

spectral singularities, as well as poles of arbitrary order, in a universal framework.
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Moreover, the method also makes taking limits [2] or related constructions such as

the generalized form of the Darboux transformation [23] unnecessary in generat-

ing high-order rogue waves from the background field, and it yields an analytical

setting in which the large-N asymptotics ofN th-order rogue wave solutions can be

effectively studied [7].

Before we proceed, we give a remark on notational conventions used in this

paper.

Remark 1.1 (Notational convention). We denote by a� the complex conjugate of a

complex number a. When used with a matrix, A� denotes the element-wise com-

plex conjugate, without transposition. We use the “dagger” symbol A� to denote

the conjugate transpose (Hermitian) of a matrix A. In this paper, xa is not used

to denote the complex conjugate of a quantity a. With the exception of the Pauli

matrices defined by

(1.7) �1 ´
�
0 1

1 0

�
; �2 ´

�
0 �i

i 0

�
; �3 ´

�
1 0

0 �1

�
;

and the identity matrix I, we use boldface capital letters to denote matrices and

boldface lowercase letters to denote column vectors.

For two square matrices A and B, we use ŒA;B� to denote the commutator

ŒA;B� D AB � BA. For two n � 1 (column) vectors u and v, we denote the

n � 2 matrix whose columns are u and v by
�
uI v

�
. Finally, we use Œc1 W c2�T for

c1; c2 2 C to denote a column vector (hence the transpose) whose elements are the

homogeneous coordinates for a point in the projective space CP
1 (see Remark 3.4

for the occurrence of CP
1).

1.1 Rogue Waves and the Known Inverse-Scattering Transform

for the Cauchy Problem 1.1–1.3

To show what goes wrong when rogue waves are considered in the inverse-

scattering transform, we begin by reviewing the method that is already in the liter-

ature. The existing method was introduced by Ma [32], further elucidated by Fad-

deev and Takhtajan [18], and substantially developed by Biondini and Kovačič [8],

where the inverse problem was formulated as a matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem.

This method has subsequently been used to prove a remarkable result [9], namely

that under some conditions the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) takes

on a universal form as t ! 1 that is independent of the initial condition (1.3).

The focusing NLS equation in the form (1.1) is the �-independent compatibility

condition for the simultaneous linear equations of a Lax pair [41]

(1.8) ux D X.�I x; t/u; X.�I x; t/ ´
�

�i�  

� � i�

�
;
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and

(1.9)

ut D T.�I x; t/u;

T.�I x; t/ ´
�
�i�2 C i1

2

�
j j2 � 1

�
� C i1

2
 x

�� � C i1
2
 �
x i�2 � i1

2

�
j j2 � 1

�
�
;

governing an auxiliary vector u (or more generally, a column of a fundamental

solution matrix) that depends on .x; t/ 2 R
2 and the complex spectral parame-

ter � 2 C. The existence of simultaneous solutions of this Lax pair constitutes

the basis of of the inverse-scattering transform (IST) method to solve the Cauchy

initial-value problem (1.1)–(1.3).

Review of the Inverse-Scattering Transform

We now describe the method as it was formulated in [9], in which the inverse

problem is set in the complex �-plane rather than in terms of a uniformization map

to the Riemann sphere [8].

DIRECT TRANSFORM. The Zakharov-Shabat problem (1.8) with the back-

ground field  D  bg.x; t/ � 1 is a constant-coefficient first-order system and

hence can be solved by diagonalization (or the eigenvalue method) to obtain a fun-

damental matrix of solutions:

(1.10)
Ubg.�I x/ ´ n.�/

�
1 i.� � �.�//

i.� � �.�// 1

�
e�i�.�/x�3

DW E.�/ e�i�.�/x�3 ;

where �.�/ is determined from the equation �2 D �2 C 1 (the characteristic equa-

tion for eigenvalues i� of the constant coefficient matrix in (1.8) with  � 1). To

be concrete, we suppose that �.�/ is the function analytic for complex � with the

exception of a vertical branch cut †c between the branch points � D ˙i, whose

square coincides with �2 C 1 and that satisfies �.�/ D � C O.��1/ as � ! 1.

The scalar complex-valued function n.�/ in (1.10) is well-defined as the function

analytic for � 2 C n†c satisfying

(1.11) n.�/2 D �C �.�/

2�.�/
; lim

�!1
n.�/ D 1:

The normalization factor n.�/ ensures that det.Ubg.�I x// D 1. Note that each

matrix element of the unimodular matrix E.�/ (and hence those of the fundamental

matrix Ubg.�I x/) has (mild) singularities at the (branch) points � D ˙i, where all

four matrix elements blow up as j� � ij�1=4. We also observe that Ubg.�I x/ and

E.�/ are well-defined as analytic functions for � 2 C n †c, but we may consider

them as taking two different values on †c n f�i; ig, corresponding to evaluating

�.�/ and n.�/ as boundary values taken on one side or the other.

Roughly speaking, the continuous spectrum � for the direct problem consists of

those values of � for which �.�/ is real. Since �.�/ takes distinct real boundary
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values on the branch cut†c, it will be more convenient to distinguish these bound-

ary values by defining � as the union of the real intervals .�1; 0/ and .0;C1/

with the boundary of the slit domain C n †c, which is topologically a circle. So,

as a set of points in the �-plane, we might write � ´ R [ †c, but with each

� 2 †c n f�i; ig we actually associate two distinct points of � , corresponding to

the two boundary values of �.�/. From here onwards, when we define or discuss

quantities for � 2 � \ .†c n f�i; ig/, we are doing so with two distinct boundary

values of �.�/ and n.�/ corresponding to distinct points on the boundary of the slit

domain C n†c.

Suppose that t is fixed and � .x; t/ ´  .x; t/ � 1 is an absolutely integrable

complex-valued function of x 2 R. For � 2 � n f�i; ig, the Jost matrix solutions

U D J˙.�I x; t/ of (1.8) are defined uniquely (modulo the interpretation of � 2
� \ .†c n f�i; ig/ discussed above) by the boundary conditions

(1.12) J˙.�I x; t/ ei�.�/x�3 D E.�/C o.1/; x ! ˙1;

and through the renormalization K˙.�I x; t/ ´ J˙.�I x; t/ ei�.�/x�3 , they can be

obtained from the unique solutions of the Volterra integral equations

(1.13)

K˙.�I x; t/

D E.�/C
Z x

˙1

E.�/ e�i�.�/.x�y/�3E.�/�1�‰.y; t/

� K˙.�Iy; t/ ei�.�/.x�y/�3 dy; �.�/ 2 R;

where

�‰.x; t/ ´
�

0 � .x; t/

�� .x; t/� 0

�
:

Because ei�.�/x�3 is a diagonal matrix, the following are consequences of standard

analysis of the iterates that (see, for example, [8] and the references therein):

� The first column j�;1.�I x; t/ of the matrix J�.�I x; t/ and the second

column jC;2.�I x; t/ of the matrix JC.�I x; t/ are the boundary values

of vector-valued functions of � analytic in the domain C
C n †c (corre-

sponding to Imf�.�/g > 0). For � 2 †c n f�i; ig this is only relevant

for Imf�g � 0, in which case the statement refers to the columns of the

Jost matrices associated with both boundary values of �.�/ and E.�/ as

are needed to traverse the boundary of the slit domain C
C n†c.

� The first column jC;1.�I x; t/ of the matrix JC.�I x; t/ and the second

column j�;2.�I x; t/ of the matrix J�.�I x; t/ are the boundary values of

vector-valued functions of � analytic in the domain C
�n†c (corresponding

to Imf�.�/g < 0). For � 2 †c n f�i; ig this is only relevant for Imf�g � 0,

with a similar caveat.

Using an analogous argument in [16] for the defocusing problem, one can show

that if also x2� .x/ 2 L1.R/, then j�;1 and jC;2 are O..� � i/�1=4/ as � ! i,

while jC;1 and j�;2 areO..�Ci/�1=4/ as � ! �i. Moreover, det.J˙.�I x; t// D 1
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for � 2 � n f�i; ig, and J˙.�I x; t/ are both fundamental matrices of solutions of

(1.8) with  D  .x; t/ for � 2 � n f�i; ig. Thus, they satisfy the scattering

relation JC.�I x; t/ D J�.�I x; t/S.�I t /, where S.�I t / is called the scattering

matrix defined for � 2 � n f�i; ig (in the generalized sense of � described above),

and det.S.�I t // D 1. We may write the scattering matrix in the following form:

(1.14) S.�I t / DW
�

xa.�I t / xb.�I t /
�b.�I t / a.�I t /

�

with

(1.15)

a.�I t / ´ det
��

j�;1.�I x; t/I jC;2.�I x; t/
��
;

xa.�I t / ´ det
��

jC;1.�I x; t/I j�;2.�I x; t/
��
;

b.�I t / ´ det
��

jC;1.�I x; t/I j�;1.�I x; t/
��
;

xb.�I t / ´ det
��

jC;2.�I x; t/I j�;2.�I x; t/
��
;

and the fact that these determinants are independent of x can be seen another way

as a consequence of Abel’s theorem.

These Wronskian formulae show that a.�I t / and xa.�I t / extend analytically to

the domains Imf�.�/g > 0 and Imf�.�/g < 0, respectively, but b.�I t / and xb.�I t /
do not necessarily enjoy analytic continuation from � in any direction. Moreover,

a.�I t /; xa.�I t / ! 1 as � ! 1 in C
C; C

� respectively [8]. In fact, we have the

following estimate for the rate at which a.�/ ! 1.

LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that � . � ; t / ´  . � ; t / � 1 2 L1.R/, and � x. � ; t / 2
L1.R/. Then a.�I t /� 1 D O.��1/ uniformly in C

C, and moreover, ja.�I t /j > 1
2

provided that j�j � rŒ� �, where rŒ� � is defined by (B.25).

We give the proof in Appendix B. If .1C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/, then it follows

from the estimates of the Jost solutions for � � i and the Wronskian formula (1.15)

for a that a.�/ D O..� � i/�1=2/ as � ! i. In the special case that � D i is a

“virtual level” [8, app. B], one can show under a slightly stronger decay assumption

on � that a.�/ D O.1/ as � ! i (this is the case for the background potential,

for instance, for which a.�/ � 1). The ratio

(1.16) R.�I t / ´ b.�I t /=a.�I t /; � 2 � n f�i; ig;
(for � interpreted in the generalized sense) is called the reflection coefficient and it

does not necessarily have any analytic extension from � . We also define xR.�I t / ´
xb.�I t /=xa.�I t / for � 2 � .

The coefficient matrix X.�I x; t/ in (1.8) satisfies the Schwarz symmetry

(1.17) �2X.��I x; t/��2 D X.�I x; t/:
This implies that if u.�I x; t/ is a solution of (1.8) for � 2 � n f�i; ig, then so

is i�2u.��; x; t/�. Since the Jost matrices J˙.�I x; t/ are uniquely determined by

their boundary conditions (1.12) for � 2 � n f�i; ig, it follows that

(1.18) J˙.�I x; t/ D �2J˙.��I x; t/��2; � 2 � n f�i; ig;
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where we used the property that �.�/ D �.��/� along with E.�/ D �2E.��/��2.

Thus the scattering matrix also enjoys the same Schwarz symmetry on its domain,

which implies that xa.�I t / D a.��I t /� and xb.�I t / D b.��I t /� for � 2 � n f�i; ig.

Moreover, the analytic continuations admitted by the Jost column vector solutions

of (1.8) also satisfy the following symmetries in the indicated domains:

j�;1.�I x; t/ D i�2j�;2.��I x; t/�; � 2 C
C n†c;(1.19)

jC;1.�I x; t/ D i�2jC;2.��I x; t/�; � 2 C
� n†c:(1.20)

These relations extend the symmetry xa.�I t / D a.��I t /� to the values of � 2
C

� n†c.

Assuming for convenience of exposition that a.�I t / ¤ 0 for all � 2 � n f�i; ig
and that its analytic extension to C

C n †c has only finitely many simple zeros

�1.t/; : : : ; �N .t/,
1 the scattering data associated with  . � ; t / is

(1.21) S. . � ; t // ´
˚
R.�I t / for � 2 � n f�i; ig; f.�j .t/; j .t//gNjD1

	
;

where the nonzero proportionality constants 1.t/; : : : ; N .t/ are defined in terms

of the analytic Jost columns by (cf. (1.15))

(1.22) j�;1.�j .t/I x; t/ D j .t/j
C;2.�j .t/I x; t/:

TIME DEPENDENCE. Because  .x; t/ is a solution of (1.1) by assumption,

it is easy to verify that the unimodular matrices J˙.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t�3 are both

fundamental matrices of simultaneous solutions of the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) for

� 2 � n f�i; ig, and from this follows the time evolution of the scattering matrix:

(1.23)
S.�I t / D e�i�.�/�t�3S.�I 0/ ei�.�/�t�3 ;

S.�I 0/ ´ J�.�I x; 0/�1JC.�I x; 0/:
From this formula, it follows that a.�I t / D a.�I 0/ DW a.�/, and hence the number

of zeros N is also constant as are the zeros themselves: �j .t/ D �j .0/ DW �j , j D
1; : : : ; N . It also follows that R.�I t / D R.�I 0/ e2i�.�/�t holds for � 2 � n f�i; ig.

Finally, it can be shown that j .t/ D j .0/ e2i�.�j /�j t , j D 1; : : : ; N . There-

fore, the scattering data S. . � ; t // enjoys explicit and elementary dependence on t

when  . � ; t / evolves in time according to the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3).

INVERSE TRANSFORM. The Beals-Coifman simultaneous solution of (1.8)–

(1.9) is the sectionally meromorphic matrix-valued function

(1.24) UBC.�I x; t/ ´
8
<
:

h
a.�/�1j�;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t I jC;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t

i
; � 2 C

C n†c;
h
jC;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t I xa.�/�1j�;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t

i
; � 2 C

� n†c;

1 This assumption can be removed; indeed, the robust transform we shall introduce later renders

it obsolete.
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and it is convenient to introduce the related function2

(1.26) MBC.�I x; t/ ´ UBC.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 C n �:
MBC.�I x; t/ has simple poles at the points f�1; : : : ; �N g and f��

1 ; : : : ; �
�
N g, the

zeros of a.�/ and xa.�/ ´ a.��/�, respectively, and no other singularities in its

domain of definition. It satisfies the normalization condition

(1.27) lim
�!1

MBC.�I x; t/ D I;

and det.M.�I x; t// D 1 holds identically. It also satisfies the Schwarz symmetry

condition

(1.28) MBC.��I x; t/ D �2MBC.�I x; t/��2; � 2 C n �:
The boundary values taken by MBC.�I x; t/ on � D R [ †c from either side

are related by the following jump conditions. For � 2 R, � ¤ 0, MBC. � I x; t/ has

well-defined nontangential boundary values

MBC
˙ .�I x; t/ ´ lim

"#0
MBC.�˙ i"I x; t/I

from the scattering relation JC D J�S and the definition of MBC.�I x; t/ we have

(1.29)
MBC

C .�I x; t/ D MBC
� .�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VR.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

� 2 R n f0g;
where

(1.30) VR.�/ ´
�
1C jR.�I 0/j2 R.�I 0/�

R.�I 0/ 1

�
; � 2 R n f0g:

For � D i Imf�g with 0 < Imf�g < 1, MBC. � I x; t/ takes well-defined boundary

values given by

MBC
˙ .�I x; t/ ´ lim

"#0
MBC.�˙ "I x; t/

related by

(1.31)
MBC

C .�I x; t/ D MBC
� .�I x; t/ e�i��.�/.xC�t/�3V#.�/ ei�C.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

� D i Imf�g; 0 < Imf�g < 1;

2 By (1.19) and (1.20), for � 2 C
C n †c with a.�/ ¤ 0, the matrix function MBC.�I x; t/ is

uniquely determined by the fact that the columns of the associated matrix UBC.�I x; t/ satisfy the

differential equation (1.8) and that boundary conditions

(1.25)
MBC.�I x; t/ ! I as x ! C1;

MBC.�I x; t/ is bounded as x ! �1;

hold. These conditions can be combined into an integral equation for MBC.�I x; t/ of Fredholm type

(see, for example, [5] for details).
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where

(1.32)
V#.�/ ´

�
i xR�.�I 0/ �i

�i.1CR�.�I 0/ xR�.�I 0// iR�.�I 0/

�
;

� D i Imf�g; 0 < Imf�g < 1:

Here, �˙.�/ ´ lim"#0 �.�˙ "/, and R�.�I 0/ and xR�.�I 0/ refer to the elements

of the scattering matrix constructed from Jost solutions defined by using the bound-

ary value ��.�/ as well as the corresponding boundary value E�.�/ taken by E.�/.
Finally, for � D i Imf�g with �1 < Imf�g < 0, MBC. � I x; t/ takes boundary

values

MBC
˙ .�I x; t/ ´ lim

"#0
MBC.�� "I x; t/I

these are related by

(1.33)
MBC

C .�I x; t/ D MBC
� .�I x; t/ e�i��.�/.xC�t/�3V".�/ ei�C.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

� D i Imf�g; �1 < Imf�g < 0;
where

(1.34) V".�/ ´ V#.��/�; � D i Imf�g; �1 < Imf�g < 0:
The simple poles of MBC.�I x; t/ are characterized by the following residue con-

ditions:

(1.35)

Res
�D�j

MBC.�I x; t/ D lim
�!�j

�
MBC.�I x; t/e�i�.�j /.xC�j t/�3

� Nj ei�.�j /.xC�j t/�3/
�
; j D 1; : : : ; N;

Res
�D��

j

MBC.�I x; t/ D lim
�!��

j

�
MBC.�I x; t/e�i�.��

j
/.xC��

j
t/�3

� �2N�
j �2 e

i�.��
j
/.xC��

j
t/�3

�
; j D 1; : : : ; N;

where

(1.36) Nj ´
�

0 0

a0.�j /
�1j .0/ 0

�
; j D 1; : : : ; N:

The analyticity of MBC. � I x; t/ in the domain Cn.�[f�1; : : : ; �N ; ��
1 ; : : : ; �

�
N g/,

the normalization condition MBC.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1, the jump condi-

tions (1.29), (1.31), and (1.33), and residue conditions (1.35) are all conditions

on MBC.�I x; t/ involving the scattering data at t D 0 that can be computed

from the initial condition (1.3) alone via the direct transform. Moreover, these

Riemann-Hilbert conditions are nearly enough to determine MBC.�I x; t/. The

only missing piece of information concerns the nature of the boundary values taken

by MBC. � I x; t/ on � . The direct transform shows that these boundary values are

continuous functions of � with the exception of the points f�i; ig. These points are

singularities of MBC.�I x; t/, as must be the case because V#.�/ does not tend to

the identity as � ! i. Moreover, in the simplest case of the background potential
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 bg.x; 0/ � 1, the Beals-Coifman matrix is MBC
bg .�I x; t/ D E.�/, which exhibits

�1
4

power singularities at � D ˙i. We therefore supplement the Riemann-Hilbert

conditions with an additional growth condition to account for this singularity. Tak-

ing into account the behavior in the background case, we impose the following

growth condition:

(1.37) MBC.�I x; t/ D O..�� i/�1=4/; � ! ˙i:

Indeed, under the assumption that .1 C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/ and that a.i/ ¤ 0 if

� D i is a “virtual level” [8, app. B], this condition correctly estimates the growth

rate of MBC.�I x; t/ as � ! ˙i.3 Another way to formulate (1.37) is simply to

require that the boundary values of MBC. � I x; t/ lie in L2.�/. The growth condi-

tion is not explicitly stated in [9], but it is necessary to ensure uniqueness for the

inverse problem.

SUMMARY OF THE IST. The IST method to solve the Cauchy initial-value prob-

lem (1.1)–(1.3) consists of the following steps. Given suitable initial data  0.x/ D
 .xI 0/ for � 2 � n f�i; ig, one calculates the Jost matrices J˙.�I x; 0/ and hence

S.�I 0/. Assuming finitely many simple zeros �1; : : : ; �N of a.�/ D a. � I 0/ in

C
C n†c, one also computes the proportionality constants 1.0/; : : : ; N .0/ using

(1.22). This completes the calculation of the scattering data at t D 0 and consti-

tutes the direct transform.

Then one allows the scattering data to evolve explicitly in time t > 0 and uses

it to formulate the inverse problem, namely seeking MBC.�I x; t/ that satisfies the

Riemann-Hilbert conditions augmented with (1.37). Under some technical con-

ditions that are not of concern here, this Riemann-Hilbert problem has a unique

solution, and thus MBC.�I x; t/ is constructed for all .x; t/ 2 R
2 from the scatter-

ing data obtained from the initial condition (1.3). Finally, from MBC.�I x; t/ one

obtains a function  .x; t/ satisfying (1.1) by the limit

(1.38)  .x; t/ D 2i lim
�!1

�MBC
12 .�I x; t/:

Under some additional assumptions that in particular exclude rogue waves,  .x; t/

is then the solution of the Cauchy initial-value problem (1.1)–(1.3).

Spectral Singularities

Spectral singularities are points � in the continuous spectrum � at which the

matrix MBC. � I x; t/ fails to have a well-defined nontangential limit from one side

or the other. There are potentially two kinds of spectral singularities in this prob-

lem.

One type of spectral singularity is a zero of the scattering coefficient a.�/ (xa.�/
respectively) at a point � ¤ i (� ¤ �i respectively) on the boundary of the do-

main C
C n †c (C� n †c respectively). Since the Jost solutions j�;1. � I x; t/ and

3 It seems to us that it might be possible for � D i to be a virtual level and also to have a.i/ D 0

for some special potentials� with .1Cx2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/, in which case (1.37) is violated. The

robust transform we introduce in Section 2 will sidestep this difficulty as well.
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j˙;2. � I x; t/ are not only analytic in C
˙ n†c but also continuous up to the bound-

ary except at � D ˙i, from (1.24) and (1.26) one sees that such zeros of a.�/ or xa.�/
are indeed spectral singularities and they are the only possible ones that can occur

for � ¤ ˙i. From one point of view, zeros of a or xa in � nf�i; ig are to be expected

because two initial conditions without such spectral singularities but with different

values of N , the number of zeros of a in C
C n †c weighted by multiplicity, can

be connected by a suitable homotopy in which there must be at least one point at

which a zero of finite multiplicity is “born” from � . An even more disturbing situ-

ation was described by Zhou [42] in the context of the simpler Cauchy problem for

(1.1) with zero boundary conditions (1.6). For the latter problem (see [1, 5, 41] for

details of the IST solution in this setting) it was shown by Beals and Coifman [5]

that for an open dense subset of initial conditions  0 2 L1.R/ there are no spec-

tral singularities and the analogue of the number N is finite. On the other hand,

as shown by Zhou [42, example 3.3.16], the complement of this dense open subset

contains Schwartz-class functions  0 for which N D 1 and infinitely many zeros

of a accumulate at certain points in the continuous spectrum � (for zero boundary

conditions, � D R). Moreover, there exist Schwartz-class  0 for which there are

infinitely many of these accumulation points, which themselves accumulate from

within � at particularly severe spectral singularities.

In order to deal with spectral singularities in the zero boundary condition setting,

Zhou [42] and Deift and Zhou [14] developed a method based on combining the

standard Beals-Coifman matrix MBC.�I x; t/ for values of � suitably large that the

latter has no singularities with another simultaneous solution of the Lax pair (1.8)–

(1.9) for smaller �. This other solution matrix was constructed as the product of

the Beals-Coifman matrix taken for a sufficiently “cutoff” version of  0 that it

generates no singularities and evaluated for x equal to the cutoff point x D L

with a transfer matrix solution of (1.8) to obtain the solution at a general x 2 R

from that at x D L. This approach leads to a Riemann-Hilbert problem for a

sectionally holomorphic matrix (no poles at all) that takes continuous boundary

values on � D R as well as on a circle of large radius where the two matrix

solutions are related by a computable jump condition.

To complete this brief discussion of spectral singularities caused by zeros of a

or xa, we simply make the point that while the sort of severe spectral singularities

exhibited by Schwartz-class  0 in the zero boundary conditions case have not yet

been observed in the presence of nonzero boundary conditions, there is no reason to

assume that they cannot occur for certain  0 with � 0 ´  0 � 1 Schwartz-class.

The other spectral singularities in the IST solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–

(1.3) with nonzero boundary conditions are those at � D ˙i. These are present

due to the nonzero background  � 1, of which the initial condition  0 is a

localized perturbation. We have already pointed out that the matrix UBC
bg .�I x; t/ ´

E.�/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 , which is the Beals-Coifman simultaneous solution matrix

of (1.8)–(1.9) for  0.x/ � 1, blows up like .� � i/�1=4 as � ! ˙i. These

singularities generally propagate into the Jost matrix solutions J˙.�I x; t/ through
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the integral equations (1.13), which involve E.�/, although from (1.13) alone it is

generally (i.e., in absence of an extra condition like .1 C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/)

difficult to assess how the severity of the singularities induced at � D ˙i relates

to � .x; t/. We wish to point out that the cutoff potential approach of [14, 43]

does not sidestep the issue, because these spectral singularities are features of the

background potential itself, and the cutoff approach simply replaces one potential

by another one that is sufficiently close in L1.R/ to the background.

The reason that the background potential  0.x/ � 1 produces spectral sin-

gularities at � D ˙i in the Beals-Coifman solution UBC
bg .�I x; t/ is simple: the

constant coefficient matrices in the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) fail to be diagonalizable

at � D ˙i. Therefore, the eigenvalue method, on which the construction of the

matrix UBC
bg .�I x; t/ is based, cannot produce a fundamental solution matrix when

� D ˙i. The spectral singularities thus appear upon normalizing the eigenvectors

so that det.UBC
bg .�I x; t// D 1. Note, however, that the essence of the difficulty

lies in the collapse in the dimension of the eigenvector span, and this difficulty re-

mains if one chooses to work with nonunimodular solution matrices or attempts to

regularize the branch points at � D ˙i by mapping the slit domain C n †c to the

Riemann sphere via the Joukowski mapping [8].

Attempting to Capture Rogue Waves in the IST

The spectral singularities at � D ˙i are the reason that the IST as described

in Section 1.1 does not capture rogue waves. Here the example of the Peregrine

solution  P.x; t/ (see (1.5)) is particularly instructive. Since  P. � ; t /�1 2 L1.R/
for all t 2 R, the direct transform applies. Rather than compute the Jost solu-

tions via the Volterra equations (1.13), it is more convenient to appeal to algebraic

methods such as the generalized Darboux transformation [23] to construct a basis

of simultaneous solutions of (1.8)–(1.9) for  D  P.x; t/ and � 2 � n f�i; ig.

The result (see Corollary 3.7) is that S D SP.�I 0/ � I for all � 2 � n f�i; ig.

Therefore, there are no poles of MBC
P .�I x; t/ in C n � , and the reflection coeffi-

cient is R D RP.�I 0/ � 0. This implies that the Peregrine solution  D  P.x; t/

is indistinguishable from the background solution  bg.x; t/ � 1 at the level of the

scattering data (1.21); i.e., the direct transform  7! S. / is not injective. In-

deed, S. P/ D S. bg/. Although they share the same scattering data, the matrices

UBC
P .�I x; t/ and UBC

bg .�I x; t/ do not coincide; they are distinguished by the rate

at which they blow up as � ! ˙i. The difficulty lies in working out how to take

this asymptotic behavior of the matrix MBC.�I x; t/ as � ! ˙i into account in the

formulation of the IST. If one begins with the initial condition  0.x/ D  P.x; 0/

and enforces the growth condition (1.37) in the inverse problem, the IST returns

instead the background solution  bg.x; t/ � 1. However, if one simply replaces

the growth condition (1.37) with the estimate MBC.�I x; t/ D O..� � i/�3=4/ as

� ! ˙i known to be correct for the matrix MBC
P .�I x; t/ (see Remark 3.8), then

one loses the uniqueness of the solution of the inverse problem as MBC
P .�I x; t/

and MBC
bg .�I x; t/ are no longer distinguished by the Riemann-Hilbert conditions
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augmented with the updated (weakened, really) growth condition. All of these re-

marks apply to the higher-order rogue waves [4] (see Figures 3.5 and 3.8) as well,

although as the order increases, so does the rate at which MBC.�I x; t/ blows up as

� ! ˙i. Note that neither the Peregrine solution nor its higher-order analogues

satisfy the condition .1 C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/ that, with some additional techni-

cal assumptions related to virtual levels at ˙i, guarantees the growth estimate on

MBC.�I x; t/ in the form (1.37).

None of this is to say that exact rogue wave solutions cannot be obtained from

the IST summarized in Section 1.1 by a limiting process. Indeed, it is well-known

that they can be found by first writing down the reflectionless multisoliton solu-

tions in which the parameters f�1; : : : ; �N g and f1.0/; : : : ; N .0/g are retained as

variables, and then subsequently taking a suitable limit in which certain �j tend to i

(and j is suitably scaled). However, the above discussion makes clear the fact that

these solutions cannot be obtained directly. Moreover, the limiting techniques are

useful for exact (reflectionless) solutions, but they are not as useful if R.�I 0/ 6� 0.

1.2 Brief Description of the Robust IST

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new version of the IST for the Cauchy

problem (1.1)–(1.3) that is sufficiently robust to capture in an elementary way the

missing information about the rate of growth of the Beals-Coifman matrix as � !
˙i. In fact, as the reader will see, it is never necessary to consider this rate of

growth at all, as the information is encoded instead in the analytic columns of the

Jost solution matrices at a finite distance from these spectral singularities.

To draw a comparison with the standard version of the IST for the focusing

nonlinear Schrödinger equation with nonzero boundary conditions at infinity as

described in Section 1.1, we summarize here the key steps in the robust IST we

propose in this paper, full details of which can be found in Section 2 below.

DIRECT TRANSFORM. Assuming an initial condition  .x; 0/ D  0.x/ with

� 0.�/ ´  0.�/�1 2 L1.R/and� 0;x.�/ 2 L1.R/, a positive radius rŒ� 0� > 1

is defined by (B.25). The scattering data for the robust IST consists of the follow-

ing:

� For � 2 R with j�j > rŒ� 0� > 1 (a proper subset of � bounded away

from the origin), the reflection coefficient R.�I 0/ is defined exactly as

before, by (1.16). Then a jump matrix VR.�/ with unit determinant is

defined on the indicated intervals of R by (1.30).

� For j�j D rŒ� 0� > 1 with Imf�g > 0, the Jost solutions j�;1.�I x; 0/ and

jC;2.�I x; t/ are calculated from the relevant columns of the Volterra inte-

gral equation (1.13) (the iterates of the relevant columns of (1.13) converge

uniformly for the complex � under consideration). Letting a.�I 0/ be de-

fined for such � by (1.15) (not zero by Lemma 1.2), a jump matrix VC.�/

with unit determinant is defined on the indicated semicircle by (2.13) be-

low.
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Note that the scattering data defined for j�j > rŒ� 0� coincides with that for

the traditional IST, but the jump matrix defined on the upper semicircle is a new

ingredient. Also, there is no discrete scattering data of any sort in the robust IST,

nor are any assumptions made about the number, type, or severity of singularities

of MBC.�I x; 0/ when � lies within the disk of radius rŒ� 0�.

TIME DEPENDENCE. When .x; t/ evolves under the focusing nonlinear Schrö-

dinger equation (1.1), the scattering data collected from the initial data in the direct

transform step evolve in a common and elementary way: VR.�/ and VC.�/ are re-

placed with e�i�.�/�t�3VR.�/ ei�.�/�t�3 and e�i�.�/�t�3VC.�/ ei�.�/�;t�3 , respec-

tively.

INVERSE TRANSFORM. In this step, we reconstruct a certain matrix M.�I x; t/
from the time-evolved scattering data. In fact, M.�I x; t/ D MBC.�I x; t/ for

j�j > rŒ� 0�, so M.�I x; t/ is analytic in � for j�j > rŒ� 0� except on the

real line, where its boundary values from the upper and lower half-planes are re-

quired to be related by the same jump condition as in the traditional IST, namely

(1.29). The robust IST takes a different definition for M.�I x; t/ when j�j <
rŒ� 0�, and the reader will see that M.�I x; t/ is analytic for such � except on

the branch cut †c where � D i Imf�g with jImf�gj � 1. Here it is required that

M.�I x; t/ take continuous boundary values from each side,4 and that the bound-

ary values are related by the (data independent) jump condition MC.�I x; t/ D
M�.�I x; t/ e2i�C.�/.xC�t/�3 .

Finally, it is necessary to specify that the boundary values taken by M.�I x; t/ on

the upper and lower semicircles of radius rŒ� 0� are continuous (they are analytic,

in fact) and are related by the following jump conditions:

MC.�I x; t/ D M�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VC.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

holds for j�j D rŒ� 0� and Imf�g > 0, while

MC.�I x; t/ D M�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VC.��/� ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

holds for j�j D rŒ� 0� and Imf�g < 0, where both arcs are oriented from left to

right to define the boundary value subscripts. These conditions constitute a well-

posed Riemann-Hilbert problem to determine M.�I x; t/ from its time-evolved

scattering data. The Riemann-Hilbert problem does not include any conditions

to build in poles or specify implicitly or otherwise rates of growth of M at spectral

singularities because these things are instead encoded in the jump across the circle

j�j D rŒ� 0�, which is the novel ingredient in the robust IST. From the solution

of the Riemann-Hilbert problem, the corresponding solution  .x; t/ of the Cauchy

problem (1.1)–(1.3) is then given by (2.26) below, which is really the same formula

as in the traditional IST, because as remarked above, M.�I x; t/ D MBC.�I x; t/
holds for j�j sufficiently large.

4 Throughout the paper, we adhere to the convention that subscripts C and � refer to the boundary

value taken by a function on a given oriented contour arc from the left and the right, respectively.
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The most important property of the above modification of the IST is, as we

mean to suggest with its name, its robustness with respect to details of the initial

data  0.�/. Indeed, the calculation of the scattering data requires no foreknowledge

of the possible singularities of the Beals-Coifman matrix MBC.�I x; t/ except that

they all must occur within a disk centered at the origin, the radius rŒ� 0� of which

can be computed explicitly from  0 via (B.25). Similarly, the inverse problem

avoids all reference to these singularities, and instead the Beals-Coifman matrix

MBC.�I x; t/ is determined from how it connects to a certain interior eigenfunction

across the circle of radius rŒ� 0�. These features allow the robust IST to capture

all solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) obtainable from the traditional IST

but without the need to be concerned about what kinds of singularities are gener-

ated within the disk j�j < rŒ� 0� for the Beals-Coifman solutions. Moreover, the

strength of the spectral singularities at � D ˙i in the Beals-Coifman solutions need

not be determined or specified; it is instead indirectly encoded in the jump across

the circle through the Jost solutions. This allows the robust IST to capture solutions

of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) that cannot be obtained from the traditional IST,

e.g., rogue waves.

1.3 Outline of the Paper

In Section 2 we formulate the robust IST for the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3).

Then in Section 3 we show how the robust IST makes the application of iterated

Darboux transformations easier than in the traditional approach, and in particular

how the robust IST builds in automatically the missing generalized eigenvectors

that have to be extracted by differentiation with respect to � in the generalized

Darboux transformation method [23]. Thus rogue waves of arbitrary order can

be calculated from the robust IST by using only standard Darboux methods. As

a more analytical application, in Section 4 we begin to consider the question of

dynamical stability/instability of rogue waves by linearizing the robust IST about

a solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3). We present the solution of the lin-

earized problem as a kind of spectral transform involving squared eigenfunctions,

which allows us to draw some preliminary conclusions about the nature of instabil-

ities and how they essentially arise from the background itself. Some of the more

technical calculations are relegated to the appendices of the paper.

2 The Robust IST

As pointed out in Section 1.1, the cutoff approach of Deift and Zhou [14, 42]

does not apply in the case of nonzero boundary conditions. However, we may take

from it the following key ideas:

� Simultaneous solutions of the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) adapted to the boundary

conditions at hand (the Beals-Coifman solutions UBC.�I x; t/) are essential

to consider for large � in order to build in the correct asymptotic normal-

ization condition for the Riemann-Hilbert problem of inverse scattering.
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� On the other hand, other simultaneous solutions of (1.8)–(1.9) can be use-

ful for bounded �. In particular, solutions of initial-value problems for

(1.8)–(1.9) have fantastic analytic properties with respect to � although

they fail to capture any information about boundary conditions at infinity.

To define what we mean by a solution of an initial-value problem for (1.8)–(1.9)

and demonstrate its analytic features, we begin with the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Fix L 2 R. Suppose that  .x; t/ is a bounded classical

solution of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) defined for .x; t/ in a simply con-

nected domain � � R
2 that contains the point .L; 0/. Then for each � 2 C

there exists a unique simultaneous fundamental solution matrix U D Uin.�I x; t/,
.x; t/ 2 �, of the Lax pair equations (1.8)–(1.9) together with the initial condi-

tion Uin.�IL; 0/ D I. Moreover, Uin.�I x; t/ is an entire function of � for each

.x; t/ 2 �, and det.Uin.�I x; t// � 1.

PROOF. The proof is based on a standard Picard iteration argument for the sys-

tem of simultaneous linear differential equations (1.8)–(1.9) in � � R
2 (see, for

example, [12, chap. 1] for a more detailed construction). Let .x; t/ 2 � be fixed.

Because  .x; t/ is a solution of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) in �, the lin-

ear differential equations (1.8)–(1.9) are compatible; i.e., the coefficient matrices

X.�I x; t/ and T.�I x; t/ satisfy the zero-curvature condition

(2.1) Xt � Tx C ŒX;T� D 0

and therefore since � is simply connected, we can set up a Picard iteration to

integrate the simultaneous equations (1.8)–(1.9) along an arbitrary smooth path …

in � from .L; 0/ to .x; t/ and be guaranteed that the result of the iteration will be

independent of the choice of path. Let the path … be parametrized by x D X.u/,

t D T .u/, 0 � u � 1, such that .X.0/; T .0// D .L; 0/ and .X.1/; T .1// D .x; t/.

The integral equation governing the restriction W….�Iu/ ´ Uin.�IX.u/; T .u//
of Uin.�I x; t/ to the path … is then

(2.2)

W….�Iu/

D I C
Z u

0

�
X.�IX.v/; T .v//X 0.v/

C T.�IX.v/; T .v//T 0.v/
�
W….�I v/dv; 0 < u � 1:

By assumption on the classical nature of the solution  .x; t/ of (1.1), the ex-

pression in parentheses in the integrand is continuous in v, and this guarantees uni-

form convergence of the Picard iterates (possibly first chopping the interval Œ0; 1�

into finitely many subintervals and restarting the iteration after each). The expres-

sion in parentheses in the integrand is also a (quadratic) polynomial in �, so by

an argument based on Morera’s theorem and Fubini’s theorem, the iterates are all

entire functions. As the iterates converge uniformly on compact subsets of � 2 C,

the unique solution of the initial-value problem is entire in �. By compatibility,
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Uin.�I x; t/ ´ W….�I 1/ is well-defined regardless of the choice of path …. The

fact that det.Uin.�I x; t// D 1 then follows from det.Uin.L; 0// D det.I/ D 1

using Abel’s theorem because tr.X.�I x; t// D tr.T.�I x; t// D 0 holds for � 2 C

and .x; t/ 2 �. �

Note that the Schwarz symmetry of the coefficients X.�I x; t/ and T.�I x; t/
(see (1.17) for X; the analogous result also holds for T) of the simultaneous dif-

ferential equations (1.8) and (1.9) implies that �2Uin.��I x; t/��2 is also an entire

simultaneous solution matrix for the system (1.8)–(1.9). Since this solution matrix

coincides with Uin.�IL; 0/ D I for .x; t/ D .L; 0/, by uniqueness we conclude

that

(2.3) Uin.�I x; t/ D �2Uin.��I x; t/��2:

Remark 2.2. Uin.�I x; t/ can also be obtained from any matrix U.�I x; t/ of si-

multaneous solutions of (1.8)–(1.9) defined and fundamental for � 2 C with the

possible exception of isolated points or even curves and defining for some chosen

L 2 R:

(2.4) Uin.�I x; t/ ´ U.�I x; t/U.�IL; 0/�1:

Regardless of whether U.�I x; t/ is analytic anywhere, by uniqueness of the solu-

tion of the initial-value problem solved in the proof of Proposition 2.1 this formula

produces the desired object for all � with the exception of removable singularities

at the aforementioned isolated points or curves.

Recall from Lemma 1.2 that if � 0 and � 0
0 are absolutely integrable on R,

then ja.�/j > 1
2

holds for j�j � rŒ� � > 1 and Imf�g � 0. Let †0 denote the

circle of radius r D rŒ� � centered at the origin in the �-plane, and let D0 denote

the open disk whose boundary is †0. Since r > 1, the branch cut †c is contained

in D0. We also define the following related domains:

(2.5) D˙ ´ f� 2 CW j�j > rŒ� � and Imf�g ? 0g;

and the following contours, which divide the �-plane into disjoint regionsD0,DC,

and D�:

(2.6)

†C ´ f� 2 †0W Imf�g � 0g;
†� ´ f� 2 †0W Imf�g � 0g;
†L ´ f� 2 RW � 2 .�1;�rŒ� ��g;
†R ´ f� 2 RW � 2 ŒrŒ� �;C1/g:

Note that †0 D †C [ †�. We orient both semicircular arcs †˙ in the direction

from � D �rŒ� � to � D rŒ� �, †L from � D �1 to � D �rŒ� �, and †R

from � D rŒ� � to � D C1. See Figure 2.1. We denote by † the union of all of

these contours.
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†C

†�

Re�

Im�

DC

D�

†R†L

†0 D †C [†�

D0

�ir
�

ir �

r
��r �

FIGURE 2.1. Definitions of the regions D0, D˙, and the contours †0,

†L, and †R.

We now define for � 2 C n † a simultaneous fundamental solution matrix for

the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) as follows:

(2.7) U.�I x; t/ ´
(

UBC.�I x; t/; � 2 DC [D�;

Uin.�I x; t/; � 2 D0;

where UBC.�I x; t/ is defined by (1.24) and Uin.�I x; t/ is defined in Proposi-

tion 2.1.

Assuming only that the initial condition  0 in (1.3) satisfies � 0 ´  0 � 1 2
L1.R/ and� 0

0 2 L1.R/ and generates a classical solution  .x; t/ of the Cauchy

problem (1.1)–(1.3), Lemma 1.2 and the formula (1.24) show that U.�I x; t/ is

analytic in DC and D� and takes continuous boundary values from these domains

on †. Similarly, Proposition 2.1 guarantees that U.�I x; t/ is analytic in D0 and

takes continuous boundary values on†0 D @D0. Furthermore, det.U.�I x; t// D 1

holds for all � 2 C n†. Combining (1.26)–(1.28) and (2.3), we see that

(2.8) U.��I x; t/ D �2U.�I x; t/��2; � 2 C n†; .x; t/ 2 R
2:

Now define the related matrix M.�I x; t/ by

(2.9) M.�I x; t/ ´ U.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 C n .†[†c/; .x; t/ 2 R
2;

where U.�I x; t/ is defined by (2.7). The exponential factor ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 intro-

duces a new jump discontinuity across †c, but otherwise M.�I x; t/ is analytic

where it is defined. Furthermore, from (1.26) and (1.27) we see that for each fixed

.x; t/ 2 R
2, M.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1 in D˙, uniformly with respect to direc-

tion. It is easy to see that M.�I x; t/ takes continuous boundary values on †[†c,
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�

�
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†�
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Im�
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D�

†R†L

i

�i

†0 D †C [†�

D0
†C

c

†�
c

�ir
�

ir �
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��r �

FIGURE 2.2. Definitions of the regions D0, D˙, and the contours †0,

†L, and †R. †c D †C
c [†�

c is the branch cut of the function �.�/.

including at the endpoints � D ˙i of †c (since �.˙i/ D 0 unambiguously and

Uin.�I x; t/ is analytic at � D ˙i).

We now compute the jump conditions relating these boundary values. It will be

convenient to oppositely orient the parts of †c in the upper and lower half-planes,

so we define

(2.10) †C
c ´ f� 2 †cW Imf�g � 0g; †�

c ´ f� 2 †cW Imf�g � 0g;
and orient both contours †˙

c in the direction toward the origin � D 0. This

makes † [ †c a Schwarz-symmetric contour (taking orientation into account).

See Figure 2.2. We adopt the usual convention that MC.�I x; t/ (respectively

M�.�I x; t/) denotes the boundary value taken at a regular (non-self-intersecting)

point of † [†c from the left (respectively right) side by orientation.

PROPOSITION 2.3. The continuous boundary values taken by M.�I x; t/ satisfy

the jump conditions

(2.11) MC.�I x; t/ D
(

M�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3V.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †;
M�.�I x; t/ e2i�C.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †c;

with

(2.12) V.�/ ´

8
<̂

:̂

VC.�/; � 2 †C;

V�.�/; � 2 †�;

VR.�/; � 2 †L [†R;

where

VC.�/ ´
�
a.�/�1j�;1.�IL; 0/I jC;2.�IL; 0/

�
;(2.13)
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x

t

.L; 0/

�

�

.x; t/ jC;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t�3

jC;2.�IL; 0/

j�;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t�3

j�;1.�IL; 0/

Uin.�I x; t/

FIGURE 2.3. The computation of the jump condition for � 2
†C. Thus j�;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t�3 D Uin.�I x; t/j�;1.�IL; 0/ and

jC;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t�3 D Uin.�I x; t/jC;2.�IL; 0/.

V�.�/ ´
�
jC;1.�IL; 0/I xa.�/�1j�;2.�IL; 0/

��1
;(2.14)

and VR.�/ is defined by (1.30) in terms of the reflection coefficient associated with

the initial data  0.

The main part of the proof is to establish the jump conditions across†˙, and for

this purpose it is useful to think of Uin.�I x; t/ as a “transfer matrix” as illustrated

in Figure 2.3. The sort of reasoning illustrated in this figure is similar to that used to

study mixed initial-boundary value problems using the unified transform method;

see [19, 20].

PROOF. Since M.�I x; t/ D MBC.�I x; t/ for � 2 DC [D�, where the Beals-

Coifman matrix function is defined in (1.26), the jump condition on †L [†R � R

is just a special case of the formula (1.29)–(1.30).

Next, fix � 2 †C. Observe that since j�;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t is a simultaneous

solution of the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) and since Uin.�I x; t/ is a fundamental solution

matrix for the same system, there exists a vector dC;1.�/ (independent of .x; t/ 2
R
2) such that the first column of UBC.�I x; t/ satisfies

(2.15) a.�/�1j�;1.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/�t D Uin.�I x; t/dC;1.�/; � 2 †C:

Taking .x; t/ D .L; 0/, the identity Uin.�IL; 0/ D I then determines

dC;1.�/ D a.�/�1j�;1.�IL; 0/:
Similarly, since jC;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t is a simultaneous solution of the system (1.8)–

(1.9), there exists a vector dC;2.�/ such that the second column of UBC.�I x; t/
satisfies

(2.16) jC;2.�I x; t/ ei�.�/�t D Uin.�I x; t/dC;2.�/; � 2 †C;

and again taking .x; t/ D .L; 0/ we get dC;2.�/ D jC;2.�IL; 0/. Then (2.15) and

(2.16) imply that for � 2 †C, by the clockwise orientation of †C, we have

(2.17)
UC.�I x; t/ D U�.�I x; t/

�
dC;1.�/I dC;2.�/

�

D U�.�I x; t/
�
a.�/�1j�;1.�IL; 0/I jC;2.�IL; 0/

�
;
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because UC.�I x; t/ D Uin.�I x; t/ and U�.�I x; t/ D UBC.�I x; t/ for � 2 †C.

Because �.�/ is analytic on †0, this proves that the jump condition satisfied by

M.�I x; t/ on †C is

(2.18)
MC.�I x; t/ D M�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VC.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

� 2 †C;

where VC.�/ is defined by (2.13). A completely analogous calculation shows that

(2.19)
MC.�I x; t/ D M�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3V�.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

� 2 †�;

where V�.�/ is defined by (2.14).

Finally, to prove the jump condition of M.�I x; t/ across †c D †C
c [ †�

c ,

observe that†c is contained inD0, where Uin.�I x; t/ is single-valued and analytic,

and that �C.�/ D ���.�/ for � 2 †c. Thus,

(2.20)

MC.�I x; t/ D Uin.�I x; t/ ei�C.�/.xC�t/�3

D Uin.�I x; t/ei��.�/.xC�t/�3ei.�C.�/���.�//.xC�t/�3

D M�.�I x; t/ e2i�C.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †˙
c ;

and this completes the proof. �

Note that a.�/ and xa.�/ appearing in the jump matrices (2.13) and (2.14), re-

spectively, are defined by (1.15), and as the relevant Wronskian determinants are

independent of the variables .x; t/, we may choose .x; t/ D .L; 0/:

(2.21)
a.�/ D det

��
j�;1.�IL; 0/I jC;2.�IL; 0/

��
;

xa.�/ D det
��

jC;1.�IL; 0/I jC;2.�IL; 0/
��
;

and thus it is obvious that det.V˙.�// D 1.

One can now see that the matrix M.�I x; t/ defined in (2.9) satisfies the condi-

tions of the following Riemann-Hilbert problem, the data for which only involves

the initial condition  0.x/. Even more significantly, we require no condition on

 0 to guarantee any particular rate of growth of MBC.�I x; t/ as � ! ˙i. Indeed,

there is no need for any growth condition like (1.37) to make the following problem

well-posed.

Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1. Seek a 2 � 2 matrix function M.�I x; t/ that has the

following properties:

� ANALYTICITY: M.�I x; t/ is analytic for � 2 DC [ D� and for � 2
D0 n†c.

� JUMP CONDITION: M.�I x; t/ takes continuous boundary values M˙.�I
x; t/ on † [ †c, and they are related by the jump conditions described in

Proposition 2.3.

� NORMALIZATION: lim�!1 M.�I x; t/ D I.
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This Riemann-Hilbert problem has many of the features that are expected and

desirable in the setting of inverse scattering. Indeed, the “core” jump matrix V.�/

in (2.12) depends solely on scattering data (well-defined Jost solutions) associated

with the initial data  0 for the Cauchy initial-value problem (1.1)–(1.3), and all

.x; t/-dependence in the problem enters via conjugation of the core jump matrix

by elementary diagonal exponential factors. Furthermore, we can show that this

problem has a unique solution for all .x; t/ 2 R
2.

THEOREM 2.4. Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 has a unique solution for all .x; t/ 2
R
2.

PROOF. We will show that the jump conditions and the jump matrices in Rie-

mann-Hilbert Problem 1 satisfy the hypotheses of Zhou’s vanishing lemma [43,

theorem 9.3]. Note that the jump contour †[†c has the necessary invariance un-

der Schwarz reflection with orientation. We first show that for all � 2 .†[†c/nR,

the jump matrix V.�I x; t/ ´ M�.�I x; t/�1MC.�I x; t/ satisfies V.��I x; t/ D
V.�I x; t/�. Note that VC.�/ D UBC.�IL; 0/ for � 2 †C while V�.�/ D
UBC.�IL; 0/�1 for � 2 †�. Suppose that � 2 †C. Since the Schwarz sym-

metry (1.28) implies the identity UBC.��I x; t/ D �2UBC.�I x; t/��2, which can

be rewritten as UBC.��I x; t/� D UBC.�I x; t/�1 because det.UBC.�I x; t// D 1,

(2.22)

V.��I x; t/ D e�i�.��/.xC��t/�3V�.��/ ei�.��/.xC��t/�3

D e�i�.�/�.xC�t/��3UBC.��IL; 0/�1 ei�.�/�.xC�t/��3

D
�
ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

��
UBC.�IL; 0/�

�
e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3

��

D
�
e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VC.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

�� D V.�I x; t/�:
Supposing next that � 2 †C

c , we have

(2.23)
V.��I x; t/ D e2i�C.�

�/.xC��t/�3

D e2i��.�/
�.xC��t/�3 D

�
e2i�C.�/.xC�t/�3

�� D Vc.�I x; t/�:
It remains to show that if � 2 †L [ †R (i.e., the part of the jump contour on

the real axis), then V.�I x; t/C V.�I x; t/� is positive definite. For such �, �.�/ is

real-valued and VR.�/ defined by (1.30) is Hermitian, so we have

(2.24)
V.�I x; t/C V.�I x; t/� D 2e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3VR.�/ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

D H.�I x; t/�H.�I x; t/;
where

(2.25) H.�I x; t/ ´
p
2

�
1 0

R.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/ 1

�

is an invertible matrix (det.H.�// D 2). Since every matrix of the form H�H

with H invertible is positive definite, the desired conclusion follows. With the

normalization condition M.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1, we have confirmed all the
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hypotheses of Zhou’s vanishing lemma. Consequently, Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1

is uniquely solvable. �

From the solution M.�I x; t/ of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 we recover the so-

lution  .x; t/ of the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3) via the limit

(2.26)  .x; t/ D 2i lim
�!1

�M12.�I x; t/ D 2i lim
�!1

�MBC
12 .�I x; t/:

A reasonable question to ask is: what happened to all of the poles and spectral

singularities that can be present for reasonable initial data in the traditional IST

outlined in Section 1.1? The answer is that this information is now encoded instead

in the jump matrices V˙.�/ supported on the circle †0. These jump matrices are

locally analytic on †0 and upon carrying out analytic continuation into D0 all of

these singularities will re-emerge. We wish to emphasize that in order to com-

pute the jump matrices V˙.�/ no analytic continuation away from the continuous

spectrum � is necessary, since the Volterra integral equations characterizing the

Jost solutions appearing in (2.13)–(2.14) can be solved by iteration for fixed � on

the corresponding jump contours. Finally, for the purposes of the robust IST it is

sufficient to assume that � ´  � 1 and � 0 lie in L1.R/; there is no need

for any stronger decay condition such as .1C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/. Note that the

Peregrine solution  P given by (1.5) and its higher-order generalizations satisfy

� ;� 0 2 L1.R/, but not .1C x2/� .x/ 2 L1.R/.
Remark 2.5. The proof of Theorem 2.4 relies on only basic properties of the

jump matrix V.�I x; t/ D e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3V.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 defined for � 2 †,

namely that V.��/ D V.�/� holds for � 2 †0 � † and that V.�/C V.�/� is pos-

itive definite for � 2 †L [ †R � †. Hence, whenever V.�/ has such properties

(in additional to standard technical properties characterizing a function space for V

and the sense in which V ! I as � ! 1 from within †L [†R � †), the conclu-

sion of Theorem 2.4 holds. Moreover, a standard dressing argument based on the

the fact that the matrix U.�I x; t/ D M.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 satisfies Riemann-

Hilbert conditions independent of .x; t/ 2 R
2 shows that the function  .x; t/

extracted from the unique solution of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 via (2.26) is a

global classical solution of the focusing NLS equation (1.1). Significantly, this

conclusion holds even in the generalized setting in which V need not originate via

the (robust) direct scattering transform for any Cauchy data (1.3).

Remark 2.6. Note thatL 2 R appears as an auxiliary parameter in the construction

of Uin.�I x; t/ by Proposition 2.1 (and hence in M.�I x; t/). The parameter L

then appears in the core jump matrices V˙.�/ on †˙ in Riemann-Hilbert Prob-

lem 1. Now suppose that Uin;j .�I x; t/ is the matrix of Proposition 2.1 normalized

at .x; t/ D .Lj ; 0/ for j D 1; 2. Then

(2.27) Uin;2.�I x; t/ D Uin;1.�I x; t/Uin;1.�IL2; 0/�1

since Uin;1.�I x; t/ is a matrix of fundamental simultaneous solutions of (1.8)–

(1.9). Thus, changing the value of L manifests itself through the multiplication
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of Uin.�I x; t/ on the right by a matrix that is constant in .x; t/ and analytic in �.

This constant matrix can also be appropriately applied to the jump condition on

the circle †0, leaving UBC.�I x; t/ unchanged outside †0. Doing so, for different

values of L, we leave the residue of M.�I x; t/ at � D 1 (and hence the solution

of the NLS equation recovered via (2.26)) unchanged. As in [14, 42], the IST

method we have here provides a correspondence between a suitable solution of the

NLS equation (1.1) and an equivalence class of Riemann-Hilbert problems, or an

equivalence class of jump matrices supported on the circle †0 augmented by the

jump matrix on the real line.

Remark 2.7. The basic method described here for the case of nonzero boundary

conditions (1.2) can also be implemented in the case of zero boundary conditions

(1.6) simply by replacing �.�/ with �, and hence E.�/ by the identity matrix I.

Furthermore, the branch cut †c is not present in the latter case. Thus the robust

IST provides an alternative approach in that case to the cutoff method advanced in

[14,42], and the robust IST avoids the jump on the real axis inD0 that is generally

present in the cutoff method. The basic approach used to develop the robust IST

described in this section can also be applied to other integrable problems like the

derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation with minimal modifications.

3 Darboux Transformations in the Context of the Robust IST

In this section, we develop a Darboux transformation scheme for Riemann-

Hilbert Problem 1 and apply it to generate arbitrary-order rogue waves in such

a way that they directly admit a Riemann-Hilbert representation with no limit pro-

cess required. A good general reference for Darboux transformations in integrable

systems is the book of Matveev and Salle [33].

3.1 Basic Pole Insertion

Let M.�I x; t/ be the matrix function characterized by the conditions of Rie-

mann-Hilbert Problem 1, and let U.�I x; t/ ´ M.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 . Choose

any point � 2 D0. For a 2-nilpotent matrix R.x; t/ to be determined, consider the

gauge transformation

(3.1) PU.�I x; t/ ´
�

I C R.x; t/

� � �

�
U.�I x; t/; R.x; t/2 D 0:

This gauge transformation has the following effects:

� Because R.x; t/ is 2-nilpotent, the identity det.U.�I x; t// D 1 implies

that also det. PU.�I x; t// D 1.

� The normalization condition M.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1 implies that also
PM.�I x; t/ ´ PU.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ! I as � ! 1.

� At each non-self-intersection point of†, the jump condition UC.�I x; t/ D
U�.�I x; t/V.�/ implies that also PUC.�I x; t/ D PU�.�I x; t/V.�/.
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For the gauge transformation to be nontrivial, although R.x; t/2 D 0, we assume

R.x; t/ ¤ 0, in which case R.x; t/ necessarily has the form

(3.2) R.x; t/ D v.x; t/v.x; t/T�2

for a vector-valued function v.x; t/ not identically 0. The vector v.x; t/ is then to

be determined so that

(3.3) Res
�D�

PU.�I x; t/ D lim
�!�

PU.�I x; t/C;

where C ¤ 0 is a 2 � 2 complex-valued constant 2-nilpotent matrix: C2 D 0. By

analogy with (3.2), we may write C in the form

(3.4) C D ccT�2 where c D
�
c1 c2

�T
:

Here c1 and c2 are complex parameters, not both 0.

To see how condition (3.3) determines v.x; t/ (and hence PU.�I x; t/) in terms of

the parameters � 2 D0 and c 2 C
2 n f0g, one starts from the Laurent expansion

about the pole � D � of PU.�I x; t/ defined by (3.1):

(3.5)
PU.�I x; t/ D R.x; t/U.�I x; t/.� � �/�1

C U.�I x; t/C R.x; t/U0.�I x; t/CO.� � �/; � ! �;

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to �. On this expansion we

impose the condition (3.3); the existence of the limit on the right-hand side requires

that

(3.6) R.x; t/U.�I x; t/C D 0;

and then matching the residue on the left-hand side to the limit on the right,

(3.7) R.x; t/U.�I x; t/ D
�
U.�I x; t/C R.x; t/U0.�I x; t/

�
C:

Using the representation (3.4) in (3.6), we see that (since cT�2 ¤ 0), the vector

U.�I x; t/c must lie in the kernel of R.x; t/. Given the form (3.2) of R.x; t/, the

vector v.x; t/ must be proportional to U.�I x; t/c, so (3.2) can be rewritten in the

form

(3.8) R.x; t/ D '.x; t/U.�I x; t/ccTU.�I x; t/T�2;
where the only ambiguity remaining is '.x; t/, a nonzero complex scalar. To de-

termine '.x; t/, we substitute (3.8) into (3.7); using (3.4) and the fact that for any

2 � 2 matrix A with det.A/ D 1, AT�2A D det.A/�2 D �2, we find

(3.9) U.�I x; t/c � '.x; t/ � cT�2 D
U.�I x; t/c �

�
1C '.x; t/cTU.�I x; t/T�2U0.�I x; t/c

�
� cT�2:

Since c ¤ 0 and U.�I x; t/ is invertible, neither the column vector U.�I x; t/c nor

the row vector cT�2 can vanish, so (3.9) is just a scalar linear equation that can be
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solved explicitly for '.x; t/:

(3.10) '.x; t/ D '.�; cI x; t/ ´ 1

1 � cTU.�I x; t/T�2U0.�I x; t/c :

3.2 Darboux Transformation for the Robust IST

The insertion of a single pole breaks the Schwarz symmetry (2.8) initially pres-

ent in the matrix U.�I x; t/. This is obviously true if � 62 R, but even if one takes

� 2 D0 \ R one finds that the condition R.x; t/ ¤ 0 is inconsistent with Schwarz

symmetry of the Laurent expansion of PU.�I x; t/ about � D �. To maintain the

Schwarz symmetry it is necessary to insert a complex-conjugate pair of poles at

points � and �� in D0 with � ¤ ��. The insertion of the conjugate pair of poles

is done in two consecutive steps, after which the poles are removed in favor of a

modified jump:

� A gauge transformation of the form (3.1) is applied with data .�; c/ as

described in Section 3.1. This step generates PU.�I x; t/ from U.�I x; t/.
� A second gauge transformation of the form (3.1) is applied this time with

data .��; �2c�/. This step generates a matrix RU.�I x; t/ from PU.�I x; t/.
� The two new simple-pole singularities of RU.�I x; t/ are removed and in-

stead transferred to the jump condition across the circle †0 by making an

explicit renormalization for � 2 D0:

(3.11) �U.�I x; t/ ´
(

RU.�I x; t/; � 2 DC [D�;

RU.�I x; t/ RU.�IL; 0/�1; � 2 D0:

We first construct RU.�I x; t/ by explicitly composing the two pole insertions:

(3.12)

RU.�I x; t/

D
�

I C P'.��; �2c�I x; t/ PU.��I x; t/�2c�c��T

2
PU.��I x; t/T�2

� � ��

�
PU.�I x; t/;

where

(3.13) PU.�I x; t/ D
�

I C '.�; cI x; t/U.�I x; t/ccTU.�I x; t/T�2
� � �

�
U.�I x; t/;

and in (3.12), P' is defined from (3.10) using the matrix function PU.�I x; t/ in place

of U.�I x; t/. Inserting (3.13) into (3.12) and expanding the product of the paren-

theses in partial fractions gives RU.�I x; t/ D G.�I x; t/U.�I x; t/, where the com-

posite gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ is

(3.14) G.�I x; t/ ´ I C Y.x; t/

� � � C Z.x; t/

� � ��

with coefficients Y.x; t/ and Z.x; t/ described as follows. Set

(3.15)
ˇ ´ Im.�/; s.x; t/ ´ U.�I x; t/c;
N.x; t/ ´ ks.x; t/k2 D s.x; t/�s.x; t/:
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By using the given Schwarz symmetry condition U.��I x; t/ D �2U.�I x; t/��2
(cf. (2.8)), along with the identity vT�2v D 0 for all vectors v, we find

(3.16)

Y.x; t/

D '.�; cI x; t/
�
1 � '.�; cI x; t/ P'.��; �2c�I x; t/N.x; t/2

4ˇ2

�
s.x; t/s.x; t/T�2

� '.�; cI x; t/ P'.��; �2c�I x; t/N.x; t/
2iˇ

�2s.x; t/�s.x; t/T�2

and

(3.17)

Z.x; t/ D � P'.��; �2c�I x; t/�2s.x; t/�s.x; t/�

C P'.��; �2c�I x; t/'.�; cI x; t/N.x; t/
2iˇ

s.x; t/s.x; t/�:

We simplify the scalars

'.�; cI x; t/; P'.��; �2c�I x; t/; and P'.��; �2c�I x; t/'.�; cI x; t/

as follows. First note that '.�; cI x; t/ can be expressed as

(3.18) '.�; cI x; t/ D 1

1 � w.x; t/ D 1 � w.x; t/�
j1 � w.x; t/j2 ;

where

(3.19)
w.x; t/ ´ cTU.�I x; t/T�2U0.�I x; t/c D s.x; t/T�2s0.x; t/;

s0.x; t/ ´ U0.�I x; t/c:

Next, note that

(3.20)

c��T

2
PU.��I x; t/T�2 PU0.��I x; t/�2c�

D �'.�; cI x; t/N.x; t/2
4ˇ2

� s.x; t/��2s0.x; t/�

D �'.�; cI x; t/N.x; t/2
4ˇ2

C w.x; t/�;

and hence P'.��; �2c�I x; t/ can be simplified to

(3.21)

P'.��; �2c�I x; t/ D 1

1 � c��T

2
PU.��I x; t/T�2 PU0.��I x; t/�2c�

D 4ˇ2
j1 � w.x; t/j2�

4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2
�
.1 � w.x; t/�/

:

Combining (3.18) and (3.21) then gives

(3.22) '.�; cI x; t/ P'.��; �2c�I x; t/ D 4ˇ2

4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2
:
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Using (3.18), (3.21), and (3.22) in (3.16) and (3.17) gives

(3.23)

Y.x; t/ D 4ˇ2.1 � w.x; t/�/
4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2

s.x; t/s.x; t/T�2

C 2iˇN.x; t/

4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2
�2s.x; t/�s.x; t/T�2

and

(3.24)

Z.x; t/ D �4ˇ2.1 � w.x; t//
4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2

�2s.x; t/�s.x; t/�

C �2iˇN.x; t/

4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2
s.x; t/s.x; t/�:

Note that

(3.25) 4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2 � N.x; t/2;

which can never vanish for any .x; t/ 2 R
2 because c ¤ 0 and N.x; t/ is the

squared length of the vector s.x; t/, a nontrivial linear combination of the columns

of a matrix with unit determinant. It is now completely obvious that Z.x; t/ D
�2Y.x; t/��2, which implies that G.��I x; t/ D �2G.�I x; t/��2 and so the trans-

formed matrix function RU.�I x; t/ D G.�I x; t/U.�I x; t/ maintains the Schwarz

symmetry of the original matrix function U.�I x; t/, namely

RU.��I x; t/ D �2 RU.�I x; t/��2:

A “dressing” construction shows that for each � 2 C n .†[ f�; ��g/, RU.�I x; t/
simultaneously satisfies Lax pair equations of the form (1.8)–(1.9) in which .x; t/

is replaced by a modified potential � .x; t/ given by

(3.26)

� .x; t/ D 2i lim
�!1

� RM12.�I x; t/

D 2iY12.x; t/C 2iZ12.x; t/C 2i lim
�!1

�M12.�I x; t/

D  .x; t/C 2iY12.x; t/C 2iZ12.x; t/

D  .x; t/C 2i.Y12.x; t/ � Y21.x; t/�/;

where RM.�I x; t/ ´ RU.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 satisfies RM.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1.

To establish the formula (3.26), one notes that since each gauge transformation step

U.�I x; t/ ! PU.�I x; t/ ! RU.�I x; t/ involves multiplication on the left by a ma-

trix that is analytic everywhere except at the pole to be inserted, all pre-existent

jump conditions and residue conditions of the form (3.3) are preserved. Thus
RU.�I x; t/ is analytic for � 2 C n .† [ f�; ��g/, and it satisfies the jump condition
RUC.�I x; t/ D RU�.�I x; t/V.�/ for � 2 † exactly as does U.�I x; t/ according to
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Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1. Moreover, the simple poles at � and �� are character-

ized by the related residue conditions

(3.27)

Res
�D�

RU.�I x; t/ D lim
�!�

RU.�I x; t/C;

Res
�D��

RU.�I x; t/ D lim
�!��

RU.�I x; t/�2C��2:

Because the core jump matrix V.�/ and the residue matrix C D ccT�2 are indepen-

dent of .x; t/ 2 R
2, RU.�I x; t/ and its partial derivatives RUx.�I x; t/ and RUt .�I x; t/

are all analytic in the same domain and satisfy the same jump and residue condi-

tions, and it then follows that the matrices

(3.28)
RX.�I x; t/ ´ RUx.�I x; t/ RU.�I x; t/�1;
RT.�I x; t/ ´ RUt .�I x; t/ RU.�I x; t/�1;

have only removable singularities, and hence are essentially entire functions of �.

Moreover, assuming that the asymptotic expansion

(3.29) RM.�I x; t/ D I C
RM.1/.x; t/

�
C

RM.2/.x; t/

�2
CO.��3/; � ! 1;

is differentiable term by term with respect to .x; t/, it follows that

(3.30)

RX.�I x; t/ D
�

RM.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3

�
x

ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 RM.�I x; t/�1

D �i�.�/ RM.�I x; t/�3 RM.�I x; t/�1

C RMx.�I x; t/ RM.�I x; t/�1

D �i��3 C i
h
�3; RM.1/.x; t/

i
CO.��1/

D �i��3 C i
h
�3; RM.1/.x; t/

i
;

and

(3.31)

RT.�I x; t/ D
�

RM.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3

�
t

ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 RM.�I x; t/�1

D �i�.�/� RM.�I x; t/�3 RM.�I x; t/�1

C RMt .�I x; t/ RM.�I x; t/�1

D �i�2�3 C i�
h
�3; RM.1/.x; t/

i
C i
h
�3; RM.2/.x; t/

i

C i
h

RM.1/.x; t/; �3 RM.1/.x; t/
i

� i

2
�3 CO.��1/

D �i�2�3 C i�
h
�3; RM.1/.x; t/

i
C i
h
�3; RM.2/.x; t/

i

C i
h

RM.1/.x; t/; �3 RM.1/.x; t/
i

� i

2
�3;
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where the last equality in each case is a consequence of Liouville’s theorem. The

dependence on RM.2/.x; t/ in (3.31) can be eliminated because the coefficient of

��1 in the O.��1/ error term on the third line of (3.30) is

(3.32) i
h
�3; RM.2/.x; t/

i
C i
h

RM.1/.x; t/; �3 RM.1/.x; t/
i

C RM.1/
x .x; t/ � i

2
�3

which must vanish (again by Liouville’s theorem). Therefore RT.�I x; t/ is the qua-

dratic polynomial

(3.33) RT.�I x; t/ D �i�2�3 C i�
h
�3; RM.1/.x; t/

i
� RM.1/

x .x; t/;

and from the diagonal part of (3.32) we see that

(3.34)

RM .1/
11;x.x; t/ D 2i RM .1/

12 .x; t/
RM .1/
21 .x; t/C i

2
;

RM .1/
22;x.x; t/ D �2i RM .1/

12 .x; t/
RM .1/
21 .x; t/ � i

2
:

It then follows from the fact that RM.��I x; t/ D �2 RM.�I x; t/��2 and definition

(3.26) that RX.�I x; t/ and RT.�I x; t/ have exactly the forms (1.8) and (1.9), re-

spectively, in which  .x; t/ is merely replaced with � .x; t/. Rewriting (3.28) in

the form RUx D RX RU and RUt D RT RU shows that RU.�I x; t/ is indeed a simultane-

ous solution matrix for the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) for the modified potential � .x; t/.
This Lax pair is therefore also compatible, and it follows that � .x; t/ is a solu-

tion of the focusing NLS equation (1.1). The bound (3.25) and the formula (3.26)

together imply that since by hypothesis (cf. Theorem 2.4)  .x; t/ is a global so-

lution of the focusing NLS equation (1.1), so is the transformed potential � .x; t/.
Therefore, (3.26) constitutes the Bäcklund transformation that corresponds to the

twice-iterated gauge transformation U 7! RU.

Having constructed RU.�I x; t/, it remains only to implement the final step by

defining �U.�I x; t/ from RU.�I x; t/ using (3.11). For this, we observe that for

� 2 D0, the original matrix U.�I x; t/ is the solution Uin.�I x; t/ of an initial-value

problem for the simultaneous equations of the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9) (cf. Proposi-

tion 2.1) and therefore U.�IL; 0/ D I holds for all � 2 D0. Consequently, (3.11)

can be explicitly written in terms of the composite gauge transformation matrix

G.�I x; t/ as

(3.35) �U.�I x; t/ ´
(

G.�I x; t/U.�I x; t/; � 2 DC [D�;

G.�I x; t/U.�I x; t/G.�IL; 0/�1; � 2 D0:

Since the multiplication of RU.�I x; t/ on the right by G.�IL; 0/�1 for � 2 D0 pre-

serves the Lax pair equations (1.8)–(1.9) for the modified potential � .x; t/, it fol-

lows that for all � 2 D0 with the possible exception of �, ��, �U.�I x; t/ is a simul-

taneous solution matrix for the modified Lax pair that also satisfies�U.�IL; 0/ D I.

Therefore by the uniqueness asserted in Proposition 2.1, for � 2 D0, �U.�IL; 0/
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has removable singularities at � and �� and therefore is analytic within D0 (actu-

ally it can be continued to � 2 C as the entire function RUin.�I x; t/ for the modified

potential � .x; t/). Since �; �� 2 D0, it is also obvious that �U.�I x; t/ is analytic

for � 2 DC [ D� and since G.�I x; t/ ! I as � ! 1, the related matrix
�M.�I x; t/ ´ �U.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 satisfies the conditions of Riemann-Hilbert

Problem 1 in which the only change is that for � 2 †0 � †, the core jump matrix

V.�/ is replaced by

(3.36) �V.�/ ´
(

G.�IL; 0/V.�/; � 2 †C

V.�/G.�IL; 0/�1; � 2 †�:

A crucial fact is that since G.��I x; t/ D �2G.�I x; t/��2, the modified jump ma-

trix satisfies exactly the same Schwarz symmetry condition as does the original

jump matrix, and hence the proof of Theorem 2.4 applies once again to guarantee

unique solvability of the transformed Riemann-Hilbert problem for all .x; t/ 2 R
2.

Remark 3.1. The use of nilpotent residue matrices C in (3.27) that are not nec-

essarily triangular matrices may seem unusual to some readers used to applying

Darboux transformations to Beals-Coifman solutions in order to introduce poles

specifically into one column or the other. Here the generalization is necessary

because � 2 D0 and in this domain U.�I x; t/ differs from UBC.�I x; t/ by a right-

multiplication by a matrix depending on � only. This matrix factor conjugates

triangular nilpotent residue matrices into general 2-nilpotent form.

Remark 3.2. Since after multiplying on the right by ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 the result of

the Darboux transformation U.�I x; t/ 7! �U.�I x; t/ described above also satisfies

Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 with only a modified jump matrix on the circle †0, it

is obvious that the transformation may be iterated any number of times. In each

iteration it makes no difference whether the points �; �� at which the poles are first

introduced and then transferred to a jump on †0 vary from iteration to iteration or

whether they are fixed once and for all.

Remark 3.3. In each iteration, the poles may be placed at any nonreal conjugate

pair of points within D0. Although the matrix

�M.�I x; t/ D �U.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

satisfies the conditions of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 for a modified core jump

matrix �V.�/ on †0, it need not be the case that the resulting potential � .x; t/
satisfies the boundary condition (1.2) initially satisfied by  .x; t/. For instance,

if one starts with the Riemann-Hilbert problem for the background solution and

applies a Darboux transformation in which � is taken to lie on the imaginary axis

between the origin and ˙i, then for some choices of the auxiliary parameters c the

resulting solution � .x; t/ is an Akhmediev breather [3], a solution that is periodic

in x for fixed t , and hence does not decay to the background as x ! ˙1. The

deciding factor in whether the boundary conditions are preserved is whether the
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gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ decays to the identity as x ! C1 and

remains bounded as x ! �1. In many cases, this decay can be verified directly.

Remark 3.4. The composite gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ that takes U.�I
x; t/ into RU.�I x; t/ also makes sense in a limiting case where � 2 D0 n R is fixed

and c is taken in the form "�1c1 for a fixed vector c1 2 C
2 n f0g and " 2 C,

after which the limit " ! 0 is taken in the matrices Y.x; t/ and Z.x; t/ given

in (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. If we denote by s1.x; t/, s0
1.x; t/, N1.x; t/,

and w1.x; t/ the quantities defined in (3.15) and (3.19) where c is simply re-

placed with c1, then s.x; t/ D "�1s1.x; t/ and s0.x; t/ D "�1s0
1.x; t/ while

N.x; t/ D j"j�2N1.x; t/ and w.x; t/ D "�2w1.x; t/, so it follows easily that in

this situation

(3.37)

Y1.x; t/ ´ lim
"!0

Y.x; t/

D � 4ˇ2w1.x; t/
�

4ˇ2jw1.x; t/j2 CN1.x; t/2
s1.x; t/s1.x; t/

T�2

C 2iˇN1.x; t/

4ˇ2jw1.x; t/j2 CN1.x; t/2
�2s1.x; t/

�s1.x; t/
T�2

and

(3.38)

Z1.x; t/ ´ lim
"!0

Z.x; t/

D 4ˇ2w1.x; t/

4ˇ2jw1.x; t/j2 CN1.x; t/2
�2s1.x; t/

�s1.x; t/
�

� 2iˇN1.x; t/

4ˇ2jw1.x; t/j2 CN1.x; t/2
s1.x; t/s1.x; t/

�:

The corresponding composite gauge transformation

(3.39) G1.�I x; t/ ´ I C .� � �/�1Y1.x; t/C .� � ��/�1Z1.x; t/

can then be used in place of G.�I x; t/ whenever desired. This limiting case

is especially useful for locating rogue wave solutions at the normalization point

.x; t/ D .L; 0/ as will be seen shortly. It is also obvious from the formulae (3.37)–

(3.38) that G1.�I x; t/ only depends on c1 2 C
2 n f0g up to a nonzero complex

multiple; in other words, the parameter space of the limiting Darboux transforma-

tion for fixed � is a complex projective space: c1 2 CP
1. Henceforth, we write

the column vector c1 in terms of its homogeneous coordinates as c1 D Œc1 W c2�T.

We summarize this description of the Darboux transformation for the robust IST

in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.5. Let U.�I x; t/ ´ M.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 correspond to the

unique solution M.�I x; t/ of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 formulated with core

jump matrices VR.�/ defined on†L [†R and V˙.�/ defined on†˙, and generat-

ing a solution  .x; t/ of the focusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1.1) via the

formula (2.26). Given Darboux transformation data � 2 D0 n R and c 2 C
2 n f0g,
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define the gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ by (3.14) in terms of the coeffi-

cient matrices Y.x; t/ and Z.x; t/ given by (3.23) and (3.24), respectively, using

(3.15) and (3.19). Then

� �M.�I x; t/ ´ �U.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 , where �U.�I x; t/ is defined explic-

itly in terms of G.�I x; t/ and U.�I x; t/ by (3.35), is the unique solution of

another Riemann-Hilbert problem of the form of Riemann-Hilbert Prob-

lem 1 with the same jump contour and core jump matrices �VR.�/ ´
VR.�/ for � 2 †L [ †R and �V.�/ is defined in terms of V.�/ for � 2
†0 D †C [†� by (3.36).

� The transformed Riemann-Hilbert problem generates a new solution of

(1.1), � .x; t/, by the formula (2.26) in which M.�I x; t/ is replaced by
�M.�I x; t/ on the right-hand side. Equivalently, � .x; t/ is given in terms

of  .x; t/ and the Darboux transformation data by the Bäcklund transfor-

mation (3.26).

All of these statements also apply for transformation data .�; c/ with c D 1 in the

sense of Remark 3.4; i.e., c is replaced by c1 2 CP
1 and Y.x; t/ and Z.x; t/ are

replaced by Y1.x; t/ and Z1.x; t/ given by (3.37) and (3.38), respectively.

3.3 The Simplest Case: Darboux/Bäcklund Transformation

of the Background Potential in the Setting of the Robust IST

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the background potential  D  bg.x; t/ � 1 has

the simultaneous fundamental solution matrix Ubg.�I x; t/ D E.�/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3

for the corresponding linear equations of the Lax pair (1.8)–(1.9). Here E.�/ is the

matrix function defined in (1.10). Taking t D 0 and � 2 � , we may normalize this

solution in the limits x ! ˙1 to obtain the Jost solution matrices J˙
bg.�I x/. It is

easy to confirm that in fact JC
bg.�I x/ D J�

bg.�I x/ D Ubg.�I x; 0/, so:

� The scattering matrix satisfies Sbg.�I t / D I for all � 2 � and t 2 R.

� The Beals-Coifman matrix is analytic for � 2 Cn†c and is given explicitly

by UBC
bg .�I x; t/ D Ubg.�I x; t/.

Therefore, the scattering data for the background solution  D  bg.x; t/ � 1 in

the setting of the robust transform described in Section 2 consists of:

� the core jump matrix VR

bg.�/ � I for � 2 †L [†R,

� the core jump matrix VC
bg.�/ D E.�/ for � 2 †C, and

� the core jump matrix V�
bg.�/ D E.�/�1 for � 2 †�.

Here the radius r D rbg of †0 can be taken to be any number larger than 1. It will

also be useful to have an explicit expression for the matrix Uin
bg.�I x; t/ described by

Proposition 2.1 for the case of D  bg.x; t/ � 1. It can be found by normalizing5

5 For convenience, for the rest of Section 3 we choose the normalization point of the robust IST

to be L D 0.
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the matrix Ubg.�I x; t/ at .x; t/ D .0; 0/ to the identity:

(3.40)
Uin

bg.�I x; t/ D Ubg.�I x; t/Ubg.�I 0; 0/�1

D E.�/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3E.�/�1:

As pointed out in Remark 2.2, this formula can have only removable singularities

for � 2 C, and we can see it explicitly by using the definition of E.�/ given in

(1.10)–(1.11). Thus, (3.40) can be rewritten as

(3.41) Uin
bg.�I x; t/ D .x C �t/

sin.�/

�

�
�i� 1

�1 i�

�
C cos.�/I; � ´ �.�/.x C �t/;

and since sin.�/=� and cos.�/ are both even entire functions of � , the desired

analyticity for � 2 C is now obvious because �.�/2 D �2 C 1.

Now we choose an arbitrary point � 2 C n R and assume that the radius r of

the circle †0 exceeds j�j so that � 2 D0. We also select a vector c 2 C
2 n f0g.

To apply the Darboux transformation we need to calculate the vectors s.x; t/ ´
Ubg.�I x; t/c D Uin

bg.�I x; t/c and s0.x; t/ ´ U0
bg.�I x; t/c D Uin0

bg.�I x; t/c. In

general,

(3.42) s.x; t/ D �i�S .�I x; t/�3c C iS .�I x; t/�2c C C .�I x; t/c;

where

(3.43) S .�I x; t/ ´ sin.�.�/.x C �t//

�.�/
and C .�I x; t/ ´ cos.�.�/.xC�t//

are well-defined and analytic for � 2 D0. Differentiating with respect to � gives

(3.44)
s0.x; t/ D �i�S 0.�I x; t/�3c � iS .�I x; t/�3c

C iS 0.�I x; t/�2c C C
0.�I x; t/c:

From (3.42) and (3.44) we calculate N.x; t/ ´ s.x; t/�s.x; t/ as

(3.45)

N.x; t/ D .c�c/
�
.1C j�j2/jS .�I x; t/j2 C jC .�I x; t/j2

�

C 2ˇ.c��1c/jS .�I x; t/j2

C 2.c��3c/ Imf�S .�I x; t/C .�I x; t/�g
� 2.c��2c/ ImfS .�I x; t/C .�I x; t/�g

and w.x; t/ ´ s.x; t/T�2s0.x; t/ as

(3.46)
w.x; t/ D �.cT�3c/S .�I x; t/2 C .cT�1c/S .�I x; t/C .�I x; t/

C
�
cT
�
iI C ��1

�
c
�
.C .�I x; t/S 0.�I x; t/ � S .�I x; t/C 0.�I x; t//:
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In terms of these, the Bäcklund transformation (3.26) takes the form ( .x; t/ D
 bg.x; t/ � 1 here)

(3.47)

� .x; t/ D  .x; t/

C 8ˇ
ˇs1.x; t/

2.1 � w.x; t/�/ � ˇs2.x; t/�2.1 � w.x; t//
4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2

C 8ˇ
s1.x; t/s2.x; t/

�N.x; t/

4ˇ2j1 � w.x; t/j2 CN.x; t/2
:

Properties of the Solutions Obtained for � ¤ ˙i

Suppose that � ¤ ˙i. Then if c is chosen such that cT.iI C ��1/c D 0,

the solution obtained from the Bäcklund transformation exhibits quite a differ-

ent character than for c in general position. Indeed, this condition removes the

terms on the second line of (3.46), with the result being that all dependence on

.x; t/ in � .x; t/ �  .x; t/ enters through the functions S .�I x; t/ and C .�I x; t/.
In the general case, however, derivatives of these functions with respect to � ap-

pear, and these produce additional dependence on .x; t/ via polynomial factors.

For convenience, we illustrate the difference between the special and general case

for the Kuznetsov-Ma family of solutions [30, 32], corresponding to choosing

� D .1C ı/i for some ı > 0. For such �, the condition cT.iI C ��1/c D 0 reads

c21 C c22 C 2.1C ı/c1c2 D 0, which implies c2 D c1.�.1C ı/˙
p
.1C ı/2 � 1/.

Figure 3.1 compares the solutions � .x; t/ obtained for � D 2i with c1 D 1C i and

c2 D c1.�2C
p
3/ (the special case, on the left) and with c1 D 1 and c2 D 1C i

(the general case, on the right). The reader may be familiar with the fact that in the

context of the traditional IST for the Cauchy problem (1.1)–(1.3), the application of

a single Darboux transformation inserting poles at a conjugate pair � D ˙i.1C ı/

for ı > 0 always produces a solution periodic in t and exponentially localized in x

as in the special case shown in the plot in the left-hand panel of Figure 3.1.

The reason that the special case is selected in that setting is that the Darboux

transformation is applied to the Beals-Coifman solution UBC.�I x; t/ rather than

to Uin.�I x; t/, and then the parameters .c1; c2/ are chosen to make sure that the

pole is inserted into one column only of the simultaneous solution matrix (that is,

the Darboux transformation is designed to introduce an additional Blaschke factor

.� � �/=.� � ��/ into the function a.�/). Recalling that working with Uin.�I x; t/
rather than UBC.�I x; t/ introduces a rotation in the parameter space, the condition

cT.iI C ��1/c D 0 is seen as the analogue for the Darboux transformation of the

robust IST of the latter choice. Moreover, we see that for c in general position, the

solution obtained (see the right-hand panel of Figure 3.1) is what one would expect

in the context of the traditional IST from a solution in which UBC.�I x; t/ has a

conjugate pair of double poles; the solution resembles a nonballistic collision of

identical Kuznetsov-Ma solutions.
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FIGURE 3.1. Left: j� .x; t/j for � D 2i, c1 D 1C i, and c2 D c1.�2Cp
3/ for which the solution is periodic in t and exponential in x. Right:

j� .x; t/j for � D 2i, c1 D 1, and c2 D 1 C i for which the solution

formula includes additional terms polynomial in .x; t/.

Under the special condition that cT.iI C ��1/c D 0, all .x; t/-dependence

in the solution enters via the functions S .�I x; t/ and C .�I x; t/. These func-

tions are periodic and bounded in the real part of �.�/.x C �t/, but they grow

exponentially in all directions for which Imf�.�/.x C �t/g is unbounded. The

only values of � 2 D0 n R for which �.�/ is real and nonzero are the values

� D iı with ı 2 .�1; 0/ [ .0; 1/ and only for these values is the solution peri-

odic rather than exhibiting exponential decay to the background in the x-direction.

This case corresponds to the so-called Akhmediev breather solutions [3], and such

solutions clearly do not satisfy the boundary condition (1.2). Nonetheless, they

have a Riemann-Hilbert representation obtained by modifying the jump matrices

V˙
bg.�/ D E.�/˙1 for � 2 †0 by the gauge transformation matrix G.�I 0; 0/ as

indicated in (3.36). Although the solution is no longer periodic in the x-direction

for � D iı with ı 2 .�1; 0/ [ .0; 1/ if c is in general position (cT.iI C ��1/c D
i.c21 C c22 C 2ıc1c2/ ¤ 0), still the boundary condition (1.2) is not satisfied. See

Figure 3.2.

Properties of the Solutions Obtained for � D i

Now we return to the previously excluded case that � D ˙i (we take � D i to

be precise). The reason for considering this case separately is not that the Dar-

boux transformation method described in Section 3.2 requires any modification,6

6 This is a key property of the Darboux transformation in the setting of the robust IST that distin-

guishes it from other methods in the literature.
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FIGURE 3.2. Left: j� .x; t/j for � D 1
2

i, c1 D 1, and c2 D c1.�1
2

C
1
2

i
p
3/ for which the solution is periodic in x and exponential in t . Right:

j� .x; t/j for � D 1
2

i, c1 D 1, and c2 D 0 for which the solution formula

includes additional terms polynomial in .x; t/.

but rather that the nature of the resulting solution is quite different from the general

case. The reason for the difference emerges upon evaluation of the analytic func-

tions S .�I x; t/ and C .�I x; t/ and their derivatives at � D i, which requires some

version of l’Hôpital’s rule. Equivalently, by Taylor expansion of sin.�/ and cos.�/

about � D 0 one finds

(3.48)
S .iI x; t/ D x C it; S

0.iI x; t/ D t � 1

3
i.x C it /3;

C .iI x; t/ D 1; C
0.iI x; t/ D �i.x C it /2:

Therefore, in the special case that � D i, the formulae (3.42) and (3.44) become

(3.49) s.x; t/ D
�
c1 C .c1 C c2/.x C it /

c2 � .c1 C c2/.x C it /

�
; � D i;

and

(3.50) s0.x; t/ D
�
.t � 1

3
i.x C it /3/.c1 C c2/ � i.x C it /c1 � i.x C it /2c1

�.t � 1
3

i.x C it /3/.c1 C c2/C i.x C it /c2 � i.x C it /2c2

�
; � D i:

Therefore, N.x; t/ D s.x; t/�s.x; t/ is

(3.51)
N.x; t/ D jc1j2 C jc2j2 C 2Ref.c1 � c2/�.c1 C c2/.x C it /g

C 2jc1 C c2j2jx C it j2; � D i;
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and w.x; t/ D s.x; t/T�2s0.x; t/ is

(3.52)
w.x; t/ D �2

3
.c1 C c2/

2.x C it /3 �
�
c21 � c22

�
.x C it /2

C 2c1c2.x C it /C it .c1 C c2/
2; � D i:

Noting that for large .x; t/, the dominant terms in s.x; t/, s0.x; t/, N.x; t/, and

w.x; t/ are all proportional to c1 C c2, it is clear that the solution � .x; t/ obtained

from the Bäcklund transformation (3.47) has a different character if c1 C c2 D 0

than otherwise. Indeed, if c1 D �c2 D c, then

(3.53)
s.x; t/ D

�
c

�c

�
; N.x; t/ D 2jcj2; and w.x; t/ D �2c2.x C it /;

� D i; c1 D �c2 D c:

Using these formulae in (3.47) (also with ˇ D Imf�g D 1) then yields the Pere-

grine breather solution [35] � .x; t/ D  P.x; t/ (given in (1.5); see also Figure 1.1)

with parameters

(3.54) x0 D �Refc2g
2jcj4 and t0 D Imfc2g

2jcj4 :

For finite c, the peak of the breather can be placed anywhere except the origin

(this coincides with the normalization point in Proposition 2.1). If it is desired

to place the breather exactly at the origin, we simply use the limiting case of the

Darboux transformation described in Remark 3.4 with homogeneous coordinates

c1 D Œc W �c�T 2 CP
1.

If c1 C c2 ¤ 0, the solution for � D i is more complicated. We may introduce

complex parameters c and ı such that c1 D c C 1
2
ı and c2 D �c C 1

2
ı so that

ı D c1 C c2 measures the deviation from the Peregrine case. Taking c 2 C n f0g
fixed and ı small, examination of the expressions (3.51)–(3.52) suggests that a

natural scaling of .x; t/ 2 R
2 is to set x D xx=jıj and t D xt=jıj. If .xx;xt / 2 R

2 is

also fixed, then as ı ! 0,

(3.55) N.x; t/ D 2jcj2 C 4Refc� ei arg.ı/.xx C ixt /g C 2.xx2 C xt2/CO.ı/

and

(3.56)

w.x; t/ D jıj�1
�
�2
3

e2i arg.ı/.xx C ixt /3

� 2c ei arg.ı/.xx C ixt /2 � 2c2.xx C ixt /
�

CO.ı/:

Also,

(3.57) s.x; t/ D
�
c C ei arg.ı/.xx C ixt /

�c � ei arg.ı/.xx C ixt /

�
CO.ı/:

From the Bäcklund transformation formula (3.47) we then see that � .x; t/ � 1

unless the leading term in w.x; t/ proportional to jıj�1 is canceled. These terms
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FIGURE 3.3. j� .jıj�1xx; jıj�1xt /j plotted in the xx (horizontal) and xt (ver-

tical) plane for a solution obtained by a single application of the Darboux

transformation with the parameters c1 D c C ı=2 and c2 D �c C ı=2.

Dark color indicates peaks and light color indicates troughs. Here c D 3

is fixed, and ı is taken to be ı D 1:5 e�i�=2=k, k D 1; 4; 16, respectively,

from left to right. The centers of the dashed magenta circles indicate

asymptotically valid (in the limit of large separation or small ı) predic-

tions for the locations of the three peaks. Note the shift in the vertical

axis: the uppermost dashed circle is centered at the origin.

constitute a cubic equation for xxC ixt , one root of which is xxC ixt D 0 and the other

two of which are

(3.58) xx C ixt D 1

2
c e�i arg.ı/.�3˙ i

p
3/:

Therefore, when c ¤ 0 and ı is small, the solution � .x; t/ is very close to the

background solution unless .x; t/ lies in O.1/ neighborhoods of the three points

x0C it0 D 0; 1
2
cı�1.�3˙ i

p
3/, which are easily seen to be the vertices of a large

equilateral triangle of side length jcj
p
3=jıj. Near each of these three points, the

solution resembles the Peregrine solution (1.5) located near .x0; t0/. See Figure 3.3

for convergence of peak locations to these points in the .xx;xt /-plane as ı ! 0.

The case when c D 0 must be considered separately. Taking c1 D c2 D 1
2
ı and

jıj � 1 again yields a configuration of three peaks each of which resembles the

Peregrine solution; however, in this case, a dominant balance argument suggests

scaling the variables .x; t/ 2 R
2 differently: x D xx=jıj2=3 and t D xt=jıj2=3. If

.xx;xt / 2 R
2 is fixed, then as ı ! 0,

(3.59) N.x; t/ D 2e2i arg.ı/jıj2=3 CO.jıj2/

and

(3.60) w.x; t/ D �2
3

e2i arg.ı/.xx C ixt /3 CO.jıj4=3/:
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FIGURE 3.4. j� .jıj�2=3xx; jıj�2=3xt /j plotted in the xx (horizontal) and
xt (vertical) plane for a solution obtained by a single application of the

Darboux transformation with the parameters c1 D ı=2 and c2 D �ı=2.

Dark color indicates peaks and light color indicates troughs. Here ı is

taken to be ı D 0:75e3i�=4=k, k D 1; 4; 16, respectively from left to

right. The centers of the dashed magenta circles indicate asymptotically

valid (in the limit of large separation or small ı) predictions for the loca-

tions of the three peaks.

Also,

(3.61) s.x; t/ D jıj1=3 ei arg.ı/.xx C ixt /
�
1

�1

�
CO.jıj/:

Again from the Bäcklund transform formula (3.47) we then see that � .x; t/ � 1

unless the leading term in jw.x; t/ � 1j, which is proportional to 1, is canceled.

This condition leaves us with the following cubic equation for .xx C ixt /:

(3.62) .xx C ixt /3 D �3
2

e�2i arg.ı/:

Therefore, when ı is small, the solution � .x; t/ is very close to the background

solution unless .x; t/ lies in O.1/ neighborhoods of the three points .x0; t0/ de-

termined by .x0 C it0/
3 D �3

2
ı�2, which are again vertices of a large equilateral

triangle; however, now the triangle is centered at the origin and has an asymptoti-

cally smaller side length of 2�1=335=6jıj�2=3 in the limit ı ! 0. See Figure 3.4.

Another interesting limit corresponds to holding c D .c1 � c2/=2 fixed and

letting ı D c1 C c2 become large. This brings the three vertices of the equilateral

triangle, where the (approximate) Peregrine breathers are placed, in toward the

origin, and suggests that the limit may result in the fusion of the three peaks into

a single structure. This limit is another application of the generalization described

in Remark 3.4, in which the parameter is given by the homogeneous coordinates
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FIGURE 3.5. j� .x; t/j corresponding to a single application of the Dar-

boux transformation to the background with parameters � D i and “c D
1” in the sense described in Remark 3.4 with parameter c1 D Œ1 W
1�T 2 CP

1.

c1 D Œ1 W 1�T 2 CP
1. The corresponding solution is given by

(3.63)

� .x; t/ D 1C 12
P.x; t/

Q.x; t/
with

P.x; t/ D �32it5 � 80t4 � 16it3.4x2 C 1/ � 24t2.4x2 C 3/

� 2it .16x4 � 24x2 � 15/ � 16x4 � 24x2 C 3;

Q.x; t/ D 64t6 C 48t4.4x2 C 9/C 12t2.16x4 � 24x2 C 33/

C 64x6 C 48x4 C 108x2 C 9;

and it is plotted in Figure 3.5. It is an example of a “higher-order” rogue wave

solution of (1.1).

A useful property of the matrix coefficient Y.x; t/ in the partial fraction expan-

sion of the composite gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ constructed from the

background solution Ubg.�I x; t/ for � D i is the following.
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LEMMA 3.6. Let Y.x; t/ be defined by (3.23) for ˇ D 1 with s.x; t/, N.x; t/,

and w.x; t/ being given by (3.49), (3.51), and (3.52), respectively. Then for each

t 2 R,

(3.64) Y.x; t/ D i�

x

�
�1 �1
1 1

�
CO.x�2/; x ! ˙1;

where � D 1
4

if c1 C c2 D 0 and � D 3
2

otherwise. The same conclusion holds for

Y1.x; t/ defined by (3.37) where � D 1
4

if c1 D Œc W �c�T 2 CP
1 and � D 3

2
otherwise.

PROOF. If c1C c2 ¤ 0, then s.x; t/ D .c1C c2/x
�
1 �1

�T CO.1/, N.x; t/ D
2jc1 C c2j2x2 C O.x/, and w.x; t/ D �2

3
.c1 C c2/

2x3 C O.x2/ as x ! ˙1.

On the other hand, if c1 C c2 D 0, then s.x; t/ D
�
c �c

�T
, N.x; t/ D 2jcj2,

and w.x; t/ D �2c2x C O.1/ as x ! ˙1. Using these in (3.23) and (3.37)

completes the proof. �

This lemma has two related consequences. First, for any c 2 C
2,

(3.65) Y12.x; t/ � Y21.x; t/� D O.x�2/; x ! ˙1:

Thus, according to (3.26), the transformed potential � .x; t/ is an L1-perturbation

of the background field  .x; t/ D  bg.x; t/ � 1. Second, for any c 2 C
2, the

gauge transformation matrix G.�I x; t/ defined by (3.14) for � D i tends to the

identity matrix as x ! ˙1 and hence it preserves the leading-order behavior in

the asymptotic expansion as x ! ˙1 when applied as a prefactor to a matrix

function of x. This implies that for all � 2 � , G.�I x; 0/J˙
bg.�I x; 0/ are precisely

the Jost solution matrices associated with the transformed potential � .x; 0/. Since

JC
bg.�I x; 0/ D J�

bg.�I x; 0/ D Ubg.�I x; 0/, we therefore arrive at the following

result.

COROLLARY 3.7. All solutions obtained from the background from a single ap-

plication of the Darboux transformation described in Section 3.2 for � D i have

the same scattering matrix as the background potential: S.�I t / D I for all � 2
� n fi;�ig.

In particular, this holds for the Peregrine solution  P.x; t/ defined in (1.5). On

the other hand, such a result is not true for � ¤ ˙i, and the Akhmediev breather

case shows that it may not even be possible to define the scattering matrix after the

application of a Darboux transformation.

Remark 3.8. By definition (see (3.23)), Y.x; t/ always annihilates s.x; t/. Accord-

ing to (3.53), in the case that c1 C c2 D 0 giving rise to the Peregrine solution, the

kernel of Y.x; t/ contains the span of
�
1 �1

�T
. Now, the Beals-Coifman matrix

for the background solution is defined by UBC
bg .�I x; t/ D E.�/ e�i�.xC�t/�3 (cf.
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(1.10)), and it satisfies

(3.66) UBC
bg .�I x; t/ D

n.�/

��
1 �1

�1 1

�
� i�.�/.�1 C .x C it /�3/CO.� � i/

�
; � ! i:

Therefore, applying the gauge transformation G.�I x; t/ to map UBC
bg .�I x; t/ into

its Peregrine analogue UBC
P .�I x; t/, the leading term is explicitly canceled:

(3.67)

UBC
P .�I x; t/
D G.�I x; t/UBC

bg .�I x; t/
D
�
Y.x; t/.� � i/�1 CO.1/

�
UBC

bg .�I x; t/
D �in.�/�.�/.� � i/�1Y.x; t/.�1 C .x C it /�3/CO.n.�//; � ! i:

Since n.�/�.�/ D O..�� i/1=4/, we see that for the Peregrine solution, the Beals-

Coifman fundamental solution matrix exhibits a .� � i/�3=4 singularity in all four

matrix entries as � ! i. Without the condition c1 C c2 D 0, the cancellation does

not occur, and therefore more generally the Beals-Coifman matrix has a .��i/�5=4

singularity after one application of the Darboux transformation to the background

solution. The same growth rate estimates apply to MBC.�I x; t/; in the above ex-

pansions one need only omit the term .x C it /�3 that comes from expanding the

exponential factor e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 .

3.4 Iteration. Riemann-Hilbert Representations

for High-Order Rogue Waves

Since according to Theorem 3.5 the result of applying a Darboux transformation

in the setting of the robust IST is to transform one Riemann-Hilbert problem into

another one of the same form and at the same time to transform the solution of the

first problem into that of the second, the procedure can be repeated. The data .�; c/

associated with each iteration can be related or unrelated to that of the previous

step, and the basic procedure remains the same. In this section, we show how to

iterate the Darboux transformation an arbitrary number of times for certain data

chosen to produce interesting solutions of the focusing NLS equation (1.1) and

also for which the resulting jump matrix after multiple iterations can be explicitly

determined in closed form.

The solutions we wish to obtain are those commonly referred to as the higher-

order rogue wave solutions. The simplest such solutions have already been ob-

tained in Section 3.3 (and in particular the subsubsection “Properties of the Solu-

tions Obtained for � D ˙i”), namely the Peregrine solution (1.5) (a “first-order”

rogue wave; see Figure 1.1) and another solution obtained by choosing parameters

so as to fuse together three copies of the elementary Peregrine solution at a single

point (a “second-order” rogue wave; see Figure 3.5). Let us denote these solutions

respectively as  P1
.x; t/ and  P2

.x; t/.
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Both of these solutions were obtained by a single iteration of the Darboux trans-

formation applied to the background solution Ubg.�I x; t/ with pole location � D i

and different auxiliary data taken in the limiting sense of Remark 3.4. Namely,

 P1
.x; t/ was generated from the data c1 D Œ1 W �1�T 2 CP

1, while  P2
.x; t/

was generated from c1 D Œ1 W 1�T 2 CP
1. To generate rogue wave solutions of

arbitrary order, we simply apply these basic Darboux transformations iteratively.

DEFINITION 3.9. Let Do denote the Darboux transformation associated with the

data .� D i; c1 D Œ1 W �1�T/, and let De denote the Darboux transformation asso-

ciated with the data .� D i; c1 D Œ1 W 1�T/. Then the rogue wave solutions of order

2n � 1 and 2n are the solutions  D  P2n�1
.x; t/ and  D  P2n

.x; t/, respec-

tively, obtained from the iterated Darboux/Bäcklund transformations Dno and Dne ,

respectively, applied to the background.

Qualitatively speaking,  Pk
.x; t/ represents a fusion or nonlinear superposition

of 2k � 1 copies of the elementary Peregrine solution  P.x; t/ at the same point,

namely .x; t/ D .0; 0/. It has recently been proven [40] that for any value of k, the

maximum amplitude of this solution is max.x;t/2R2 j Pk
.x; t/j D j Pk

.0; 0/j D
2k C 1.

According to Theorem 3.5, the effect of each application of Do or De is to pro-

duce a new factor in the jump matrix on the upper/lower semicircles †C/†� of

the jump contour, and at each iteration the factor is calculated by evaluating the

gauge transformation G.�I x; t/ D I C .� � i/�1Y1.x; t/ C .� C i/�1Z1.x; t/

at .x; t/ D .0; 0/ after computing Y1.x; t/ and Z1.x; t/ from the fundamen-

tal solution matrix obtained from the previous iteration. Let M
Œn�
o .�I x; t/ and

M
Œn�
e .�I x; t/ denote the solution matrices of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 after n

applications of Do and De, respectively. Thus M
Œ0�
o .�I x; t/ D M

Œ0�
e .�I x; t/ is the

solution of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 formulated for the background solution D
 bg.x; t/ � 1. Let G

Œn�
o .�I x; t/ and G

Œn�
e .�I x; t/ denote the gauge matrices cal-

culated for the application of Do to U
Œn�
o .�I x; t/ ´ M

Œn�
o .�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�/t�3

and of De to U
Œn�
e .�I x; t/ ´ M

Œn�
e .�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 , respectively. Thus,

(3.68)

U
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ D G

Œn�1�

o=e
.�I x; t/ � � � G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I x; t/Ubg.�I x; t/

�
(

I; � 2 DC [D�;

G
Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�1 � � � G

Œn�1�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�1; � 2 D0;

and M
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ D U

Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 . The Riemann-Hilbert problem

whose unique solution is M
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ is then the following.

Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2. Let n D 0; 1; 2; : : : , and seek a 2� 2 matrix function

M.�I x; t/ D M
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ that has the following properties:
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� ANALYTICITY: M.�I x; t/ is analytic for � in the exterior of the disk D0
and for � 2 D0 n†c.

� JUMP CONDITION: M.�I x; t/ takes continuous boundary values on †0 [
†c denoted by M˙.�I x; t/, and they are related by a jump condition of

the form MC.�I x; t/ D M�.�I x; t/VŒn�
o=e
.�I x; t/ for � 2 † [†c, where

(3.69) V
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ ´ e2i�C.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †c;

(3.70)
V
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ ´ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3G

Œn�1�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ � � � G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/

� E.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †C;

and

(3.71)
V
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ ´ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3E.�/�1G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�1 � � �

� G
Œn�1�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�1 ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ; � 2 †�:

� NORMALIZATION: lim�!1 M.�I x; t/ D I.

Note that this Riemann-Hilbert problem, like that for the background solution

 bg.x; t/ � 1, has no jump across the real axis. The rogue waves themselves are

obtained from the solution in the usual way:

(3.72)

 P2n�1
.x; t/ D 2i lim

�!1
�M

Œn�
o;12.�I x; t/;

 P2n
.x; t/ D 2i lim

�!1
�M

Œn�
e;12.�I x; t/; n D 1; 2; 3; : : : :

Although the gauge transformation matrix G
Œk�

o=e
.�I x; t/ is not generally equal to

its predecessor G
Œk�1�

o=e
.�I x; t/ because the former has to be calculated using the

values of the latter near � D i, a remarkable simplification occurs for .x; t/ D
.0; 0/, and this is enough to make the evaluation of the jump matrix in Riemann-

Hilbert Problem 2 completely explicit.

PROPOSITION 3.10. For any integer n � 0, G
Œn�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ D G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/.

PROOF. Let Y
Œn�

1;o=e
.x; t/ denote the matrix defined by (3.37) for the data � D i

and c1 D Œ1 W �1�T 2 CP
1 (for Y

Œn�
1;o.x; t/) or c1 D Œ1 W 1�T 2 CP

1 (for

Y
Œn�
1;e.x; t/). For any integer n � 0, the .x; t/-dependence of Y

Œn�

1;o=e
.�I x; t/ is

encoded only via the quantities

(3.73)

s1.iI x; t/ D U
Œn�

o=e
.iI x; t/c1;

N1.x; t/ D ks.iI x; t/k2 D c�1U
Œn�

o=e
.iI x; t/�UŒn�

o=e
.iI x; t/c1;

w1.x; t/ D cT

1U
Œn�

o=e
.iI x; t/T�2U

Œn�0

o=e
.iI x; t/c1:
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Recall that by definition U
Œn�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ D I for all � 2 D0, and therefore we also

have U
Œn�0

o=e
.iI 0; 0/ D 0. Thus, evaluating the quantities above at .x; t/ D .0; 0/

gives

(3.74) s1.iI 0; 0/ D c1; N1.0; 0/ D c�1c1; w1.0; 0/ D 0;

independent of n, and these coincide with the values of s1.iI 0; 0/, N1.0; 0/,

and w1.0; 0/ for the gauge transformation matrix G
Œ0�

o=e
.�I x; t/ built from the

Riemann-Hilbert matrix U
Œ0�

o=e
.�I x; t/ D Ubg.�I x; t/ for the background field.

This proves the claim. �

COROLLARY 3.11. The product of factors that appear in the jump matrices in

(3.70)–(3.71) is given by

(3.75) G
Œn�1�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ � � � G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ D G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/n;

where

(3.76) G
Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/ D I C

Y
Œ0�

1;o=e
.0; 0/

� � i
C

Z
Œ0�

1;o=e
.0; 0/

�C i

in which

(3.77) YŒ0�1;o.0; 0/ D �ZŒ0�1;e.0; 0/ D H ´ i

�
1 1

1 1

�

and

(3.78) YŒ0�1;e.0; 0/ D �ZŒ0�1;o.0; 0/ D K ´ i

�
1 �1

�1 1

�
:

PROOF. The identity (3.75) follows from Proposition 3.10. It only remains to

prove the formulae (3.77)–(3.78); but these follow from the definitions (3.37)–

(3.38) together with (3.74) and the values of c1 D Œ1 W �1�T (for case o) and

c1 D Œ1 W 1�T (for case e). �

Remark 3.12. The rogue wave solutions of (1.1) of arbitrary order have thus been

encoded in the solution of a simple Riemann-Hilbert problem with a jump ma-

trix depending explicitly on .x; t/ 2 R
2 and the order k proportional to n, which

appears as an exponent. This kind of problem is likely well-suited to asymptotic

analysis by the Deift-Zhou steepest descent method [15] to determine asymptotic

properties of rogue waves in the limit of large order. For instance, the plots in Fig-

ures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 (see [17, 21, 22, 26] for similar plots) suggest the following

questions:

� Can one determine the asymptotic properties of the peaks and zeros of

 k.x; t/ for large k? In particular, what are the asymptotics of the extreme

zeros?
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� Can one find the spatiotemporal pattern of rapid oscillations of  k.x; t/

in the limit of large k by a proper multiple-scale formula accounting for a

slowly varying envelope modulating a rapidly varying carrier wave? What

is the nature of the carrier wave? Is it trigonometric, elliptic, or character-

ized by some other special function in the limit k ! 1?

This is work in progress [7].

3.5 From Analytic to Algebraic Representations of High-Order Rogue Waves

Although Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2 is an analytical characterization of rogue

waves of arbitrary order, it yields an algebraic representation as well, which is more

in line with what is in the literature [2, 4, 21–23], and which can lead to compact

formulae for solutions in terms of determinants. While perhaps less useful for de-

termining properties of high-order rogue waves due to combinatorial complexity,

such formulae are effective for the calculation of rogue wave solutions of low order.

Fix a value of n D 1; 2; : : : (everything below depends on n but we will not sys-

tematically indicate this dependence when making new definitions going forward).

To convert Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2 into a finite-dimensional linear algebraic

system, first observe that for � 2 C nD0,

M
Œn�

o=e
.�I x; t/ D …o=e.�I x; t/MŒ0�.�I x; t/ D …o=e.�I x; t/E.�/;

where …o=e.�I x; t/ denotes the ordered product of the gauge transformation ma-

trices:

(3.79) …o=e.�I x; t/ ´ G
Œn�1�

o=e
.�I x; t/ � � � G

Œ1�

o=e
.�I x; t/GŒ0�

o=e
.�I x; t/:

As a product of n matrix factors, each having simple poles at ˙i as its only sin-

gularities and decaying to I as � ! 1, …o=e.�I x; t/ also decays to I for large �

and has poles of order n at ˙i and is otherwise analytic. Hence, it necessarily has

a finite partial fraction expansion of the form

(3.80) …o=e.�I x; t/ D I C
nX

kD1

AC
o=e;k

.x; t/

.� � i/k
C

A�
o=e;k

.x; t/

.�C i/k
:

Next, taking into account Corollary 3.11, the jump conditions of Riemann-

Hilbert Problem 2 together imply that

(3.81) …o=e.�I x; t/E.�/ D U
Œn�;in

o=e
.�I x; t/GŒ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/nE.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3

holds for j�j D r , where U
Œn�;in

o=e
.�I x; t/ D M

Œn�;in

o=e
.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 is a

matrix function analytic for � 2 D0. Therefore (3.81) can be recast as the identity

(the exponent �n indicates the nth power of the inverse matrix)

(3.82) …o=e.�I x; t/ �
�

E.�/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3E.�/�1
�

� G
Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�n D

U
Œn�;in

o=e
.�I x; t/; j�j D r:
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The expression in parentheses on the left-hand side is precisely the matrix func-

tion Uin
bg.�I x; t/ defined in (3.40); it is an entire function of � that is written in

explicit form in (3.41). Since the right-hand side of (3.82) admits analytic con-

tinuation to the domain D0, the same must be true of the left-hand side. But

Uin
bg.�I x; t/ is a known entire function, and G

Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�n can be regarded as

known using Corollary 3.11 and will be shortly shown to have poles of order n

at � D ˙i. Therefore, demanding analyticity of the left-hand side at � D ˙i

imposes conditions on the unknown coefficients in the partial fraction expansion

(3.80). These conditions constitute an algebraic representation of the rogue wave

solution.

To make these observations into an effective procedure, first note that according

to (3.77)–(3.78), the following identities are obvious:

(3.83) HK D KH D 0

and

(3.84) H2 D 2iH and K2 D 2iK:

The nth power on the right-hand side of (3.75) can now be explicitly computed

from the representation (3.76). Indeed, (3.83) eliminates all mixed products and

(3.84) reduces all matrix powers to scalar multiples:

(3.85)

GŒ0�o .�I 0; 0/n D I C
nX

kD1

 
n

k

!"
Hk

.� � i/k
C .�K/k

.�C i/k

#

D I C
nX

kD1

 
n

k

!
.2i/k�1

"
H

.� � i/k
C .�1/kK

.�C i/k

#
;

(3.86)

GŒ0�e .�I 0; 0/n D I C
nX

kD1

 
n

k

!"
Kk

.� � i/k
C .�H/k

.�C i/k

#

D I C
nX

kD1

 
n

k

!
.2i/k�1

"
K

.� � i/k
C .�1/kH

.�C i/k

#
:

Moreover, (3.83) and (3.84) together imply the identity

(3.87) GŒ0�o .�I 0; 0/�1 D GŒ0�e .�I 0; 0/;

which further implies G
Œ0�

o=e
.�I 0; 0/�n D G

Œ0�

e=o
.�I 0; 0/n. Thus the final factor on

the left-hand side of the relation (3.82) is given by either (3.85) or (3.86) and is

therefore an explicit meromorphic function with poles of order n at � D ˙i, written

in partial fraction expansion form.

Remark 3.13. The relation (3.87) has an interesting consequence. If an applica-

tion of Do is followed by an application of De or vice versa, then the factors intro-

duced in the jump matrix on†0 by these transformations are inverses of each other.
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Therefore, the Riemann-Hilbert problem remains unchanged. By uniqueness, we

conclude that Do ı De D I and the corresponding Bäcklund transformations are

inverses of each other.

We use this information to obtain the coefficients in the partial fraction expan-

sion (3.80) in two steps:

� Denote by Po=e.�I x; t/ the product of the first two factors on the left-hand

side of (3.82): Po=e.�I x; t/ ´ …o=e.�I x; t/Uin
bg.�I x; t/. This function

has poles of order n at � D ˙i and hence has convergent Laurent expan-

sions of the form

(3.88) Po=e.�I x; t/ D
1X

jD�n

P˙
o=e;j .x; t/.�� i/j ; j�� ij < 2:

Then the condition that the left-hand side of (3.82) have removable singu-

larities at � D i and � D �i implies the following 4n necessary vector-

valued conditions on the coefficient functions of the series (3.88):

(3.89)
PC

o=e;j
.x; t/c1;o=e D 0;

P�
o=e;j .x; t/�3c1;o=e D 0;

� n � j � n � 1;

where c1;o D Œ1 W �1�T 2 CP
1 and c1;e D Œ1 W 1�T 2 CP

1. In each case,

the first n equations are obvious, but to derive the second n equations one

makes repeated use of the identities (3.83) and (3.84).

� Now substitute into (3.89) the Laurent coefficients of the matrix function

Po=e.�I x; t/ D …o=e.�I x; t/Uin
bg.�I x; t/, which can be explicitly written

in terms of the unknown coefficients in the partial fraction expansion (3.80)

and the Taylor coefficients of the known analytic function Uin
bg.�I x; t/

about � D ˙i:

(3.90) Uin
bg.�I x; t/ D

1X

jD0

D˙
j .x; t/.�� i/j :

Defining associated vectors by

(3.91)
wC

o=e;k
.x; t/ ´ DC

k
.x; t/c1;o=e;

w�
o=e;k.x; t/ ´ D�

k .x; t/�3c1;o=e;
k D 0; 1; : : : ;

the equations (3.89) for indices �n � j � �1 imply the 2n vector equa-

tions

jX

kD0

AC
o=e;n�jCk

.x; t/wC
o=e;k

.x; t/ D 0; 0 � j � n � 1;(3.92)

jX

kD0

A�
o=e;n�jCk.x; t/w

�
o=e;k.x; t/ D 0; 0 � j � n � 1:(3.93)
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To express the remaining equations in (3.89), first set

(3.94) km ´ .�1/k

.2i/mCk

 
mC k � 1

k

!
; m D 1; 2; : : : ; k D 0; 1; : : : ;

so that

(3.95)
1

.�C i/m
D

1X

kD0

km.� � i/k;
1

.� � i/m
D

1X

kD0

.�1/mCkkm.�C i/k :

Introducing the auxiliary unknown matrices

(3.96)

�C
o=e;k

.x; t/ ´
nX

mD1

kmA�
o=e;m.x; t/;

��
o=e;k.x; t/ ´

nX

mD1

.�1/mCkkmAC
o=e;m

.x; t/;

the equations (3.89) for indices 0 � j � n � 1 take the form

(3.97)

jX

kD0

�C
o=e;j�k

.x; t/wC
o=e;k

.x; t/

C
nX

kD1

AC
o=e;k

.x; t/wC
o=e;jCk

.x; t/ D �wC
o=e;j

.x; t/; 0 � j � n � 1;

(3.98)

jX

kD0

��
o=e;j�k.x; t/w

�
o=e;k.x; t/

C
nX

kD1

A�
o=e;k.x; t/w

�
o=e;jCk.x; t/ D �w�

o=e;j .x; t/; 0 � j � n � 1:

Eliminating �C
o=e
.x; t/ and ��

o=e.x; t/ using (3.96), it is clear that equa-

tions (3.92), (3.93), (3.97), and (3.98) constitute a square inhomogeneous

linear system of dimension 8n� 8n governing the 8n entries of the matrix

coefficients in the partial fraction expansion (3.80).

According to (2.26) the solution of the NLS equation (1.1) stemming from Rie-

mann-Hilbert Problem 2 is

(3.99)

 .x; t/ D 2i lim
�!1

�M
Œn�

o=e;12
.�I x; t/

D 2i lim
�!1

�
�
…o=e.�I x; t/MŒ0�.�I x; t/

�
12

D 1C 2i
�
AC

o=e;1
.x; t/C A�

o=e;1.x; t/
�
12
;
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where we have used that the second column of MŒ0�.�I x; t/ D E.�/ has the ex-

pansion
�
0 1

�T C ��1
�
2i 0

�T CO.��2/ as � ! 1. Therefore it is sufficient to

solve for the first row of the matrices in (3.80), so we introduce row vectors

Œro=e;k.x; t/ uo=e;k.x; t/� ´ Œ1 0�AC
o=e;k

.x; t/;

Œso=e;k.x; t/ vo=e;k.x; t/� ´ Œ1 0�A�
o=e;k.x; t/;

for 1 � k � n, and the system of equations (3.92), (3.93), (3.97), and (3.98) results

in a square inhomogeneous linear system for the vector unknown

y D Œro=e;n so=e;n uo=e;n vo=e;n � � � ro=e;1 so=e;1 uo=e;1 vo=e;1�
T 2 C

4n;

with a coefficient matrix that consists of .2n/2 2 � 2 blocks:

Ro=e ´
2
6666666666666666666666664

F
Œ1�
0 F

Œ2�
0 0 0 � � � � � � � � � 0

F
Œ1�
1 F

Œ2�
1 F

Œ1�
0 F

Œ2�
0 0 � � � � � � 0

:::
:::

:::
:::

:::
:::

:::
:::

F
Œ1�
n�1 F

Œ2�
n�1 F

Œ1�
n�2 F

Œ2�
n�2 � � � � � � F

Œ1�
0 F

Œ2�
0

F
Œ1�
n C H

Œ1�
0;n F

Œ2�
n C H

Œ2�
0;n F

Œ1�
n�1 C H

Œ1�
0;n�1 F

Œ2�
n�1 C H

Œ2�
0;n�1 � � � � � � F

Œ1�
1 C H

Œ1�
0;1 F

Œ2�
1 C H

Œ2�
0;1

F
Œ1�
nC1 C H

Œ1�
1;n F

Œ2�
nC1 C H

Œ2�
1;n F

Œ1�
n C H

Œ1�
1;n�1 F

Œ2�
n C H

Œ2�
1;n�1 � � � � � � F

Œ1�
2 C H

Œ1�
1;1 F

Œ2�
2 C H

Œ2�
1;1

F
Œ1�
nC2 C H

Œ1�
2;n F

Œ2�
nC2 C H

Œ2�
2;n F

Œ1�
nC1 C H

Œ1�
2;n�1 F

Œ2�
nC1 C H

Œ2�
2;n�1 � � � � � � F

Œ1�
n�1 C H

Œ1�
2;1 F

Œ2�
n�1 C H

Œ2�
2;1

:::
:::

:::
:::

:::
:::

:::
:::

F
Œ1�
2n�1 C H

Œ1�
n�1;n F

Œ2�
2n�1 C H

Œ2�
n�1;n F

Œ1�
2n�2 C H

Œ1�
n�1;n�1 F

Œ2�
2n�2 C H

Œ2�
n�1;n�1 � � � � � � F

Œ1�
n C H

Œ1�
n�1;1 F

Œ2�
n C H

Œ2�
n�1;1

3
7777777777777777777777775

;

where we momentarily suppressed the subscript o=e for the block elements. The

blocks of R D R.x; t/ are defined in terms of the following 2 � 2 matrices:

(3.100)

F
Œj �

k
D F

Œj �

k
.x; t/ ´

"�
wC

e=o;k
.x; t/

�
j

0

0
�
w�

e=o;k
.x; t/

�
j

#

DW

2
4
f
Œj �C

e=o;k
.x; t/ 0

0 f
Œj ��

e=o;k
.x; t/

3
5; j D 1; 2;

(3.101)

H
Œj �

m;k
D H

Œj �

m;k
.x; t/

´

2
664

0
mP
`D0

`kf
Œj �C

e=o;m�`
.x; t/

mP
`D0

.�1/`Ck`kf Œj ��e=o;m�`
.x; t/ 0

3
775;

j D 1; 2:
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Thus, the first row of the solution of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2 can be obtained

by solving the linear system

(3.102) Re=o.x; t/y.x; t/ D

2
6666666666666666666666666664

0

:::

0

�f Œ1�C
e=o;0

.x; t/

�f Œ1��
o=e;0

.x; t/

�f Œ1�C
e=o;1

.x; t/

�f Œ1��
e=o;1

.x; t/

:::

�f Œ1�C
e=o;n�1

.x; t/

�f Œ1��
e=o;n�1

.x; t/

3
7777777777777777777777777775

;

and consequently the rogue wave solutions of arbitrary order are recovered by

Cramer’s rule:

(3.103)

 P2n�1
.x; t/ D 1C 2i

�
uo;1.x; t/C vo;1.x; t/

�

D 1C 2i
det.Ro;2.x; t//C det.Ro;1.x; t//

det.Ro.x; t//
;

(3.104)

 P2n
.x; t/ D 1C 2i

�
ue;1.x; t/C ve;1.x; t/

�

D 1C 2i
det.Re;2.x; t//C det.Re;1.x; t//

det.Re.x; t//
:

Here Ro=e;k.x; t/ stands for the matrix Ro=e.x; t/ with its kth column replaced by

the right-hand side vector in (3.102). For n D 1, the system (3.102) is of size

4 � 4, 7 and it can be solved by hand to obtain the Peregrine breather with its peak

located at .0; 0/. As n grows, the complexity of the system grows rapidly and

we solve both of the systems Ro=e;k symbolically by computer for n D 1; 2; 3; 4.

See Figure 3.6 for the “odd-order” rogue-wave solutions  P2n�1
.x; t/ of the NLS

equation obtained by solving the linear system of (3.102) with R.x; t/ D Ro.x; t/,

and see Figure 3.7 for the “even-order” rogue wave solutions  P2n
.x; t/ of the

NLS equation in the case R.x; t/ D Re.x; t/. See Figure 3.8 for a surface plot of

j 8.x; t/j (corresponding to the linear system with n D 4 and R.x; t/ D Re.x; t/).

7 In general, the system has dimension 4n�4n. It is also possible to obtain, via a different rational

ansatz, a system of size k�k, where k D 2n for k even and k D 2n� 1 for k odd. See the appendix

of [7] for details.
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FIGURE 3.6. Moduli of the first four “odd-order” rogue waves:

j P1
.x; 0/j (blue), j P3

.x; 0/j (orange), j P5
.x; 0/j (green), and

j P7
.x; 0/j (red).

-5 5
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10

15
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FIGURE 3.7. Moduli of the first four “even-order” rogue waves:

j P2
.x; 0/j (blue), j P4

.x; 0/j (orange), j P6
.x; 0/j (green), and

j P8
.x; 0/j (red).
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FIGURE 3.8. Modulus of the 8th-order rogue wave: j P8
.x; t/j, ob-

tained from the solution of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2 with n D 4.

The pattern evident in the density plot (right-hand panel) is reminiscent

of the wave patterns typical in solutions of the focusing NLS equation in

the semiclassical limit [31].

4 Linearization of the Direct and Inverse Scattering Transforms

and Application to the Peregrine Solution

4.1 Complex NLS and Linearization Preliminaries

Consider the complex nonlinear Schrödinger (cNLS) for the scalar unknown

functions . ; �/:

(4.1)

i t C 1

2
 xx C .� � � 1/ D 0;

i�t � 1

2
�xx � .� � � 1/� D 0:

In case the focusing symmetry � D � � holds, (4.1) reduces to the focusing

nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation (1.1). Consider the formal linearization of

(4.1) around a solution . 0; �0/ by considering solutions . ; �/ that are of the

form:

(4.2)
 D  0 C " 1 C o."/;

� D �0 C "�1 C o."/; 0 < " � 1:
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Enforcing (4.2) to solve (4.1) and retaining O."/ terms yields the following linear

partial differential equations for the perturbation functions . 1; �1/:

(4.3)

i 1t C 1

2
 1xx C .�2 0�0 � 1/ 1 �  20�1 D 0;

i�1t � 1

2
�1xx � .�2 0�0 � 1/�1 C �20 1 D 0;

which we will refer to as the linearized complex NLS equation (lcNLS), and in case

the focusing symmetry holds for the unperturbed fields (�0 D � �
0 ) and first-order

perturbations (�1 D � �
1 ), (4.3) reduces to the linearized NLS (lNLS) equation:

(4.4) i 1t C 1

2
 1xx C .2j 0j2 � 1/ 1 C  20 

�
1 D 0:

4.2 Squared Eigenfunctions

Let � be an arbitrary complex number, and denote by u D uŒa�.�I x; t/ and

u D uŒb�.�I x; t/ any two (not necessarily independent or distinct) 2 � 1 column

vector simultaneous solutions of the Lax pair associated with the solutions . 0; �0/

of the cNLS equation for the same value of the spectral parameter � D �:

(4.5)

ux D
�
�i�  0
�0 i�

�
u;

ut D
�
�i�2 C i

2
.� 0�0 � 1/ � 0 C i

2
 0x

��0 � i
2
�0x i�2 � i

2
.� 0�0 � 1/

�
u:

Define the corresponding squared eigenfunctions

(4.6)

�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/ ´ u

Œa�
1 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
1 .�I x; t/;

�
Œab�
2 .�I x; t/ ´ u

Œa�
1 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
2 .�I x; t/C u

Œa�
2 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
1 .�I x; t/;

�
Œab�
3 .�I x; t/ ´ u

Œa�
2 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
2 .�I x; t/:

These squared eigenfunctions �j D �
Œab�
j , j D 1; 2; 3, satisfy the 3 � 3 Lax pair:

(4.7)

@

@x

2
4
�1
�2
�3

3
5 D

2
4

�2i�  0 0

2�0 0 2 0
0 �0 2i�

3
5
2
4
�1
�2
�3

3
5

@

@t

2
4
�1
�2
�3

3
5 D

2
4

�2i�2 C i.� 0�0 � 1/ � 0 C i
2
 0x 0

2��0 � i�0x 0 2� 0 C i 0x
0 ��0 � i

2
�0x 2i�2 � i.� 0�0 � 1/

3
5
2
4
�1
�2
�3

3
5

for the spectral parameter evaluated at � D �. Using the differential equations (4.7)

it follows that for any � 2 C the squared eigenfunctions

�
�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/; �Œab�3 .�I x; t/

�
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satisfy the following partial differential equations in which the spectral parameter

does not appear explicitly:

(4.8)

i�
Œab�
1t C 1

2
�
Œab�
1xx C .�2 0�0 � 1/�Œab�1 �  20�

Œab�
3 D 0;

i�
Œab�
3t � 1

2
�
Œab�
3xx � .�2 0�0 � 1/�Œab�3 C �20�

Œab�
1 D 0;

which is precisely the lcNLS given in (4.3) with  1 ´ �
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/ and �1 ´

�
Œab�
3 .�I x; t/. Explicitly, we have the lcNLS written as the linear system
"

i @
@t

C 1
2
@2

@x2 � 2 0�0 � 1 � 20
�20 i @

@t
� 1
2
@2

@x2 C 2 0�0 C 1

#"
�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/
�
Œab�
3 .�I x; t/

#
D
�
0

0

�
:

Now suppose that �0.x; t/ D � 0.x; t/�. Unfortunately, the ordered pair of

squared eigenfunctions . 1.x; t/; �1.x; t// D .�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/; �Œab�3 .�I x; t// does

not necessarily satisfy the focusing symmetry: �
Œab�
3 .�I x; t/ D ��Œab�1 .�I x; t/�

needed to reduce (4.3) to (4.4), but this can be remedied by applying the superpo-

sition principle making use of different values of the spectral parameter. Indeed,

the focusing symmetry �0.x; t/ D � 0.x; t/� of the unperturbed problem implies

that the vectors

(4.9) uŒj �.��I x; t/ ´
"

�uŒj �2 .�I x; t/�

u
Œj �
1 .�I x; t/�

#
; j D a; b;

are simultaneous solutions of (4.5) for the spectral parameter � D ��. Denoting

the corresponding squared eigenfunctions defined via (4.6) from these two vectors

as �
Œab�

k
.��I x; t/, k D 1; 2; 3, it follows easily that

�
Œab�
1 .��I x; t/ D �

Œab�
3 .�I x; t/�; �

Œab�
3 .��I x; t/ D �

Œab�
1 .�I x; t/�:

Now since the spectral parameter does not appear explicitly in the linear system

(4.3), it is solved by both . 1; �1/ D .�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/; �Œab�3 .�I x; t// and . 1; �1/ D

.�
Œab�
1 .��I x; t/; �Œab�3 .��I x; t//, and hence by superposition

(4.10)

. 1.x; t/; �1.x; t//

´
�
�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/ � �Œab�1 .��I x; t/; �Œab�3 .�I x; t/ � �Œab�3 .��I x; t/

�
�
�
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/ � �Œab�3 .�I x; t/�; �Œab�3 .�I x; t/ � �Œab�1 .�I x; t/�

�

is a solution of the system (4.3) for each � 2 C that satisfies the focusing symmetry

�1.x; t/ D � 1.x; t/�. Therefore

(4.11)

 1 ´ �Œab�.�I x; t/

´ �
Œab�
1 .�I x; t/ � �Œab�3 .�I x; t/�

u
Œa�
1 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
1 .�I x; t/ � uŒa�2 .�I x; t/�u

Œb�
2 .�I x; t/�
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solves the linearized focusing NLS equation (4.4) whenever uŒj �.�I x; t/, j D
a; b, are any two simultaneous solutions of (4.5) with �0.x; t/ D � 0.x; t/�
for the same arbitrary value � of the spectral parameter. Note that if the vectors

uŒj �.�I x; t/, j D a; b, are multiplied by scalar factors cŒj �.�/, j D a; b, whose

product is C.�/ D cŒa�.�/cŒb�.�/, then the formula (4.11) is transformed into

(4.12)
 1.x; t/ D C.�/u

Œa�
1 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
1 .�I x; t/

� C.�/�uŒa�2 .�I x; t/�u
Œb�
2 .�I x; t/�;

which again is a solution of the linearized focusing NLS equation (4.4) regard-

less of the value of C.�/ 2 C. Writing C.�/ D ˛.�/ C iˇ.�/ for real numbers

˛.�/ and ˇ.�/, the solution (4.12) can be written as the real linear combination

˛.�/�Œab�.�I x; t/ C ˇ.�/�Œab�.�I x; t/ where �.�I x; t/ is defined by (4.11) and

where

(4.13) �Œab�.�I x; t/ ´ iu
Œa�
1 .�I x; t/u

Œb�
1 .�I x; t/C iu

Œa�
2 .�I x; t/�u

Œb�
2 .�I x; t/�:

Further solutions of the linearized NLS equation (4.4) can be obtained by taking

real linear combinations of �Œab�.�I x; t/ and �Œab�.�I x; t/ for different complex

values of �.

A natural question that arises is that of completeness of the set of particular

solutions of (4.4) of the type indicated above in which � is allowed to range over

some subset of the complex numbers. What class of solutions of (4.4) can be

represented as suitable finite or infinite superpositions of them?

4.3 Formal Linearization of the Inverse-Scattering Transform

A systematic way to address the completeness issue is to analyze the solution of

the nonlinear problem with initial data  .x; 0/ D  0.x; 0/C " 1.x; 0/ obtained

via the inverse-scattering transform. Kaup [27] used this approach to study local-

ized perturbations of solutions decaying to the zero background. Here we use the

robust inverse-scattering transform introduced in Section 2 and consider localized

perturbations of solutions decaying to the nonzero background value  � 1.

Linearizing the Direct Transform

Let  0.x; t/ be a solution of (1.1) for which  0 � 1 2 L1.R/ as a function

of x for each t 2 R. Suppose that  1.x/ is a sufficiently localized perturbation.

For " > 0 small, we consider the initial data  .x; 0I "/ D  0.x; 0/ C " 1.x/.

For sufficiently large radius r > 0 (independent of ") we calculate the core jump

matrices

(4.14)
VC.�I "/ ´

�
a.�I "/�1j�;1.�I 0; 0I "/I jC;2.�I 0; 0I "/

�
;

Imf�g > 0; j�j D r;

(4.15)
V�.�I "/ ´

�
jC;1.�I 0; 0I "/I a.��I "/��j�;2.�I 0; 0I "/

�
;

Imf�g < 0; j�j D r;
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and

(4.16)

Vout.�I "/ ´
�
1C jR.�I "/j2 R.�I "/�

R.�I "/ 1

�
;

R.�I "/ ´ b.�I "/
a.�I "/ ;

� 2 R; j�j > r;

where j˙;k.�I 0; 0I "/ denote the columns of the Jost matrices for the potential

 .x; 0I "/ D  0.x; 0/ C " 1.x/ evaluated at x D t D 0 and where a.�I "/ and

b.�I "/ refer to the associated scattering matrix. More to the point, the Jost column

vectors are the unique solutions of the following Volterra integral equations: setting

j˙;1.�I x; 0I "/ D e�i�.�/xk˙;1.�I x; 0I "/, k˙;1.�I x; 0I "/ satisfies

(4.17)
k˙;1.�I x; 0I "/ � V

˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�k˙;1.�I x; 0I "/
D e1.�/C "V ˙;1Œ 1�k

˙;1.�I x; 0I "/; � Imf�.�/g � 0;

where V ˙;1Œ � denote Volterra integral operators

(4.18)
V

˙;1Œ �f.x/ ´
Z x

˙1

E.�/

�
1 0

0 e2i�.�/.x�y/

�
E.�/�1

�
0  .y/

� .y/� 0

�
f.y/dy;

� Imf�.�/g � 0;

and setting j˙;2.�I x; 0I "/ D ei�.�/xk˙;2.�I x; 0I "/, k˙;2.�I x; 0I "/ satisfies

(4.19)
k˙;2.�I x; 0I "/ � V

˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�k˙;2.�I x; 0I "/
D e2.�/C "V ˙;2Œ 1�k

˙;2.�I x; 0I "/; ˙ Imf�.�/g � 0;

where V ˙;2Œ � denote Volterra operators

(4.20)
V

˙;2Œ �f.x/ ´
Z x

˙1

E.�/

�
e�2i�.�/.x�y/ 0

0 1

�
E.�/�1

�
0  .y/

� .y/� 0

�
f.y/dy;

˙ Imf�.�/g � 0:

Under the assumption that  2 L1.R/ and the indicated conditions on Imf�.�/g,

the operators V ˙;j Œ �, j D 1; 2, are bounded on L1.R/, and also I �V ˙;j Œ �,

j D 1; 2, have bounded inverses on L1.R/. The corresponding operator norms

kV ˙;j Œ �k and k.I � V ˙;j Œ �/�1k, j D 1; 2, are uniformly bounded with re-

spect to � under the indicated conditions on Imf�.�/g. Thus, (4.17) can be rewrit-

ten in the form

(4.21)

k˙;1.�I x; 0I "/
� ".I � V

˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1 ı V
˙;1Œ 1�k

˙;1.�I x; 0I "/
D k

˙;1
0 .�I x; 0/; � Imf�.�/g � 0;

where

(4.22)
k

˙;1
0 .�I x; 0/ ´ .I � V

˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1e1.�/;

� Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0:
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Similarly, (4.19) can be rewritten as

(4.23)

k˙;2.�I x; 0I "/
� ".I � V

˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1 ı V
˙;2Œ 1�k

˙;2.�I x; 0I "/
D k

˙;2
0 .�I x; 0/; ˙ Imf�.�/g � 0;

where

(4.24)
k

˙;2
0 .�I x; 0/ ´ .I � V

˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1e2.�/;

˙ Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0:

In both cases, the inhomogeneous terms k
˙;j
0 .�I x; 0/, j D 1; 2, lie in L1.R/

(the additional condition �.�/ ¤ 0 is required because otherwise ej .�/ does not

exist), and if �.�/ is bounded away from 0, their norms are bounded uniformly with

respect to �. It follows that if "k.I � V ˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/� 1�/�1k � kV ˙;1Œ 1�k < 1,

then (4.21) can be solved by a Neumann series convergent in L1.R/, which takes

the form of a power series in ". A similar result holds for (4.23) under the condition

"k.I � V ˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1k � kV ˙;2Œ 1�k < 1. This implies that the unique

solutions furnished by the sums of the convergent Neumann series are analytic

functions of " to L1.R/ at " D 0.

Note that the inhomogeneous terms defined in (4.22) and (4.24) if also �.�/ ¤ 0

are simply the solutions of the integral equations (4.17) and (4.19), respectively, for

" D 0, and therefore are proportional via the exponential factors e˙i�.�/x to the Jost

solutions of the unperturbed problem. We therefore have series representations:

(4.25)
j˙;1.�I x; 0I "/ D

1X

nD0

"nj˙;1
n .�I x; 0/;

j˙;1
n .�I x; 0/ D e�i�.�/xk˙;1

n .�I x; 0/;
� Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0;

and

(4.26)
j˙;2.�I x; 0I "/ D

1X

nD0

"nj˙;2
n .�I x; 0/;

j˙;2
n .�I x; 0/ D ei�.�/xk˙;2

n .�I x; 0/;
˙ Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0;

both convergent for sufficiently small j"j, with the convergence interpreted in a

weighted L1.R/ space corresponding to unweighted L1.R/ convergence for the

vector function k˙;j .�I x; 0I "/, j D 1; 2.

We may now solve explicitly for the first-order correction terms j
˙;j
1 .�I x; 0/.

These are given at first by the expressions

(4.27)
k

˙;1
1 .�I x; 0/ D .I � V

˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1 ı V
˙;1Œ 1�k

˙;1
0 .�I x; 0/;

� Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0;
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and

(4.28)
k

˙;2
1 .�I x; 0/ D .I � V

˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/�1 ı V
˙;2Œ 1�k

˙;2
0 .�I x; 0/;

˙ Imf�.�/g � 0; �.�/ ¤ 0:

Multiplying these through by

e�i�.�/x.I � V
˙;1Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/

and

ei�.�/x.I � V
˙;2Œ 0. � ; 0/ � 1�/;

respectively, eliminating k
˙;j
n .�I x; 0/ in favor of j

˙;j
n .�I x; 0/, j D 1; 2, and com-

bining the resulting equations with their derivatives with respect to x yields in all

cases the same differential equation

(4.29)

@j
˙;j
1

@x
.�I x; 0/ D

�
�i�  0.x; 0/

� 0.x; 0/� i�

�
j
˙;j
1 .�I x; 0/

C
�

0  1.x/

� 1.x/� 0

�
j
˙;j
0 .�I x; 0/; j D 1; 2:

The general solution of this equation may be obtained from a fundamental ma-

trix for the homogeneous problem and variation of parameters. To obtain j
�;1
1 .�I

x; 0/ and j
C;2
1 .�I x; 0/ for j�j D r with Imf�g > 0, we use the fundamental matrix

UBC
0 .�I x; 0/ D MBC

0 .�I x; 0/ e�i�.�/x�3 , which is given explicitly in terms of the

Jost solutions of the unperturbed problem by

(4.30)
UBC
0 .�I x; 0/ D

h
a0.�/

�1j
�;1
0 .�I x; 0/I j

C;2
0 .�I x; 0/

i
;

j�j D r; Imf�g > 0;

where a0.�/ is the Wronskian determinant that ensures that det.UBC
0 .�I x; 0// D 1;

note that a0.�/ ¤ 0 by choice of sufficiently large radius r .

We also observe that VC.�I 0/ D UBC
0 .�I 0; 0/. Thus, the variation-of-param-

eters formula gives, if j�j D r and Imf�g > 0,

j
�;1
1 .�I x; 0/ D

UBC
0 .�I x; 0/

Z x

�1

UBC
0 .�Iy; 0/�1

�
0  1.y/

� 1.y/� 0

�
j
�;1
0 .�Iy; 0/dy;

where the lower limit of integration is fixed by requiring that k
�;1
1 .�I x; 0/ ! 0 as

x ! �1, and

j
C;2
1 .�I x; 0/ D

UBC
0 .�I x; 0/

Z x

C1

UBC
0 .�Iy; 0/�1

�
0  1.y/

� 1.y/� 0

�
j
C;2
0 .�Iy; 0/dy
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where the lower limit of integration is fixed by requiring that k
C;2
1 .�I x; 0/ ! 0 as

x ! C1. With the squared eigenfunctions

(4.31)
�
Œjk�
1 .�I x; t/ ´ U BC

0;1j .�I x; t/U BC
0;1k.�I x; t/;

�
Œjk�
3 .�I x; t/ ´ U BC

0;2j .�I x; t/U BC
0;2k.�I x; t/;

these formulae become

(4.32)

j
�;1
1 .�I x; 0/ D a0.�/U

BC
0 .�I x; 0/

�
Z x

�1

"
 1.y/�

Œ12�
3 .�Iy; 0/C  1.y/

��
Œ12�
1 .�Iy; 0/

� 1.y/�Œ11�3 .�Iy; 0/ �  1.y/��Œ11�1 .�Iy; 0/

#
dy

and

(4.33)

j
C;2
1 .�I x; 0/ D UBC

0 .�I x; 0/

�
Z x

C1

"
 1.y/�

Œ22�
3 .�Iy; 0/C  1.y/

��
Œ22�
1 .�Iy; 0/

� 1.y/�Œ12�3 .�Iy; 0/ �  1.y/��Œ12�1 .�Iy; 0/

#
dy:

Since a.�I "/ ´ det
��

j�;1.�I x; t I "/I jC;2.�I x; t I "/
��

, by using the convergent

series (4.25)–(4.26) we get that

(4.34) a.�I "/ D a0.�/C "a1.�/CO."2/; " ! 0;

holds uniformly for j�j D r with Imf�g � 0 as well as for � 2 R, j�j > r , where

for any x 2 R,

(4.35)

a1.�/ D det
�h

j
�;1
0 .�I x; 0/I j

C;2
1 .�I x; 0/

i�

C det
�h

j
�;1
1 .�I x; 0/I j

C;2
0 .�I x; 0/

i�

D a0.�/

Z C1

�1

�
 1.y/�

Œ12�
3 .�Iy; 0/C  1.y/

��
Œ12�
1 .�Iy; 0/

�
dy:

Now, formula (4.14) admits a convergent expansion in powers of " of the form

VC.�I "/ D VC
0 .�/C "VC

1 .�/CO."2/, and combining the explicit expansion of

(4.14) with (4.32)–(4.33) evaluated at x D 0 with UBC
0 .�I 0; 0/ D VC

0 .�/, as well

as (4.35) gives

(4.36)

VC
1 .�/

D
h
a0.�/

�1j
�;1
1 .�I 0; 0/ � a0.�/�2a1.�/j�;1

0 .�I 0; 0/I j
C;2
1 .�I 0; 0/

i

D VC
0 .�/T.�/�3�1;

where T.�/ is a matrix of transforms given by

(4.37) T.�/ ´

2
6664

�
Z C1

0

�
 1�

Œ22�
3 C  �

1�
Œ22�
1

�
dy

Z C1

0

�
 1�

Œ12�
3 C  �

1�
Œ12�
1

�
dy

Z C1

0

�
 1�

Œ12�
3 C  �

1�
Œ12�
1

�
dy

Z 0

�1

�
 1�

Œ11�
3 C  �

1�
Œ11�
1

�
dy

3
7775;
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and in the integrands we use the abbreviated notation  1 D  1.y/,  
�
1 D  1.y/

�,

and �
Œjk�
1;3 D �

Œjk�
1;3 .�Iy; 0/. From the exact symmetry V�.�I "/ D VC.��I "/� that

holds for all " 2 R, we deduce that the coefficients of the convergent power series

in " of both sides are also related: V�
n .�/ D VC

n .�
�/�, and therefore if j�j D r and

Imf�g < 0,

(4.38) V�
1 .�/ D VC

1 .�
�/� D �1�3T.��/�VC

0 .�
�/� D �1�3T.��/�V�

0 .�/:

Next, to calculate the expansion of the matrix VR.�I "/ D VR

0 .�/C "VR

1 .�/C
O."2/ for � 2 †L [†R, we recall that the jump matrices V˙.�I "/make sense not

only on the curves †˙ but also (via analytic continuation) in the part of the closed

half-planes C˙ exterior to these curves, and that in terms of these the jump matrix

on †L [ †R can be written in factored form as VR.�I "/ D V�.�I "/VC.�I "/.
Therefore, combining (4.36) and (4.38) shows that

(4.39)
VR

1 .�/ D V�
0 .�/V

C
0 .�/T.�/�3�1 C �1�3T.�/�V�

0 .�/V
C
0 .�/

D VR

0 .�/T.�/�3�1 C �1�3T.�/�VR

0 .�/:

Finally, we make the observation that, whether T.�/ is evaluated for � 2 †C

or for � 2 †L [ †R (by analytic continuation), its elements can be expressed in

terms of half-line L2 inner products of  1 with squared eigenfunction solutions of

the linearized NLS equation (4.4) evaluated at t D 0. Indeed, taking the squared

eigenfunctions �Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ to be defined from the two columns

uŒ1�.�I x; t/ and uŒ2�.�I x; t/ of the matrix U0C.�I x; t/ D UBC
0 .�I x; t/ (evaluated

as a limit from CC for � 2 †L [†R) as indicated in (4.11) and (4.13), we see that

(4.40)

T11.�/ D Im

�Z C1

0

 1.y/�
Œ22�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�

C i Im

�Z C1

0

 1.y/�
Œ22�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
;

T12.�/ D T21.�/ D � Im

�Z C1

0

 1.y/�
Œ12�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�

� i Im

�Z C1

0

 1.y/�
Œ12�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
;

T22.�/ D � Im

�Z 0

�1

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�

� i Im

�Z 0

�1

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
:

Linearizing the Inverse Transform

The jump matrix for Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1 has been shown to have a con-

vergent power series expansion in ", and here we assume that the convergence

holds in the sense of L1.†/ \ L2.†/. Note that the jump matrix on the branch
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cut †c of �.�/ is independent of ". For " � 1 we use the solution M0.�I x; t/ for

" D 0 as a global parametrix; we therefore define a new unknown E.�I x; t/ to take

the place of M.�I x; t/ by

(4.41) E.�I x; t/ ´ M.�I x; t/M0.�I x; t/�1:
It is easy to check that since M.�I x; t/ and M0.�I x; t/ both take continuous

boundary values on †c and satisfy the same jump condition there, E.�I x; t/ is

analytic in the domain C n†0, where†0 ´ †C [†� [†L [†R D †n†c. Since

both factors in (4.41) tend to the identity matrix I as � ! 1 in each half-plane, the

same is true of E.�I x; t/. Finally, we may compute the jump conditions satisfied

by E.�I x; t/ on its jump contour:

(4.42)

EC.�I x; t/
D E�.�I x; t/M0�.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3V.�I "/

� V0.�/
�1 ei�.�/.xC�t/�3M0�.�I x; t/�1

D E�.�I x; t/U0�.�I x; t/V.�I "/V0.�/�1U0�.�I x; t/�1; � 2 †0:

Now observe that since V.�I "/ D V0.�/C "V1.�/CO."2/, the jump matrix for

E.�I x; t/ is a small (in L1.†/\L2.†/) perturbation of the identity matrix when

" � 1. We may write it in the form

(4.43) U0�.�I x; t/V.�I "/V0.�/�1U0�.�I x; t/�1 D I C "W.�I x; t I "/;
where

(4.44) W.�I x; t I "/ D U0�.�I x; t/V1.�/V0.�/�1U0�.�I x; t/�1 CO."/:

This means that E.�I x; t/ satisfies the conditions of a Riemann-Hilbert problem

of small-norm type.

To solve for E.�I x; t/, we subtract E�.�I x; t/ from both sides of (4.42) and

use the Plemelj formula:

(4.45) E.�I x; t/ D I C "

2� i

Z

†0

E�.´I x; t/W.´I x; t I "/d´
´ � � :

Letting � tend to the jump contour from the right yields a closed singular integral

equation for the boundary value E�.�I x; t/; we write this equation in the form

(4.46) F.�I x; t/ � "C�ŒF. � I x; t/W. � I x; t I "/�.�/ D "C�ŒW. � I x; t I "/�.�/;
where F.�I x; t/ ´ E�.�I x; t/ � I and where the Cauchy projection operator C�

is defined by

(4.47) C�ŒH.�/�.�/ ´ 1

2� i

Z

†0

H.´/d´

´ � ��
; � 2 †0;

where the subscript on � indicates the nontangential boundary value taken from the

right side of †0 by orientation. Once (4.46) is solved, E�.�I x; t/ D I C F.�I x; t/
holds on †0, and then (4.45) gives the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem.

It is well-known that C� is bounded on L2.†0/ with norm independent of " (the
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norm only has to do with the geometry of †0), so the fact that kW. � I x; t I "/k2 and

kW. � I x; t I "/k1 are both bounded independently of " � 1 means that (4.46) can

be solved by Neumann series with the result that kF. � I x; t/k2 D O."/. Using this

result in (4.45) gives

(4.48) E.�I x; t/ D I C "

2� i

Z

†

W.´I x; t I 0/d´
´ � � CO."2��1/:

The solution  .x; t I "/ of the focusing NLS equation corresponding to the jump

matrix V.�I x; t I "/ and hence to the initial data  .x; 0I "/ D  0.x/ C " 1.x/ is

(cf. (2.26))

(4.49)

 .x; t I "/ D 2i lim
�!1

�M12.�I x; t/

D 2i lim
�!1

�.E.�I x; t/M0.�I x; t//12

D 2i lim
�!1

�
�
E11.�I x; t/M0;12.�I x; t/

CE12.�I x; t/M0;22.�I x; t/
�

D  0.x; t/C 2i lim
�!1

�E12.�I x; t/

D  0.x; t/C " 1.x; t/CO."2/;

where

(4.50)  1.x; t/ ´ � 1
�

Z

†0

W12.�I x; t I 0/d�:

We now display this formula as a superposition of squared eigenfunction so-

lutions of the lNLS equation (4.4) linearized about the solution  0.x; t/ of the

NLS equation. First we consider � 2 †L [ †R � R. Then, using (4.39) and

U0C.�I x; t/ D U0�.�I x; t/VR

0 .�/,

W12.�I x; t I 0/ D
�
U0�.�I x; t/VR

1 .�/V
R

0 .�/
�1U0�.�I x; t/�1

�
12

D
�
U0C.�I x; t/T.�/�3�1U0C.�I x; t/�1

�
12

C
�
U0�.�I x; t/�1�3T.�/�U0�.�I x; t/�1

�
12
:

Recall also the symmetry M.��I x; t/� D M.�I x; t/, which implies the corre-

sponding symmetry U0.�
�I x; t/� D U0.�I x; t/, so letting � tend to†L [†R � R

from either side, we see that U0�.�I x; t/ D U0C.�I x; t/�� holds for � 2 †L [
†R. Therefore

(4.51)
W12.�I x; t I 0/ D

�
U0C.�I x; t/T.�/�3�1U0C.�I x; t/�1

�
12

C
�
U0C.�I x; t/���1�3T.�/�U0C.�I x; t/�

�
12
:
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Letting uŒk�.�I x; t/, k D 1; 2, denote the columns of the matrix U0C.�I x; t/, and

using the fact that U0C.�I x; t/ has unit determinant,

W12.�I x; t I 0/ D
h
u
Œ1�
1 .�I x; t/ u

Œ2�
1 .�I x; t/

i
T.�/

"
u
Œ1�
1 .�I x; t/
u
Œ2�
1 .�I x; t/

#

�
h
u
Œ1�
2 .�I x; t/� u

Œ2�
2 .�I x; t/�

i
T.�/�

"
u
Œ1�
2 .�I x; t/�

u
Œ2�
2 .�I x; t/�

#

D
h
u
Œ1�
1 .�I x; t/ u

Œ2�
1 .�I x; t/

i
T.�/

"
u
Œ1�
1 .�I x; t/
u
Œ2�
1 .�I x; t/

#

�
h
u
Œ1�
2 .�I x; t/� u

Œ2�
2 .�I x; t/�

i
T.�/�

"
u
Œ1�
2 .�I x; t/�

u
Œ2�
2 .�I x; t/�

#
:

Writing T.�/ D A.�/C iB.�/ with the elements of the matrix functions A and B

being real, we arrive at

W12.�I x; t I 0/ D
2X

j;kD1

Ajk.�/�
Œjk�.�I x; t/C

2X

j;kD1

Bjk.�/�
Œjk�.�I x; t/;

where �Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ are precisely the squared eigenfunction so-

lutions of the linearized NLS equation (4.4) defined, respectively, by (4.11) and

(4.13) in terms of the two columns uŒ1�.�I x; t/ and uŒ2�.�I x; t/ of the boundary

value U0C.�I x; t/ taken by the matrix U0.�I x; t/ from the left on†L [†R. Since

�Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ satisfy (4.4) for each � 2 †L [ †R, and since the

space of solutions is closed under taking real linear combinations, it follows that

the contributions from � 2 †L [†R � R to  1.x; t/ given by the formula (4.50)

formally satisfy (4.4).

Next consider the contributions to (4.50) from †C [ †�. We parametrize †C

by � D ƒ.u/, u < u < u, and by Schwarz symmetry we similarly parametrize

†� by � D ƒ.u/�, u < u < u. Therefore

(4.52)

Z

†C[†�

W12.�I x; t I 0/d�

D
Z u

u

�
W12.ƒ.u/I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/CW12.ƒ.u/

�I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/�
�
du:

Substituting from (4.36), (4.38), and (4.44), and using

U0C.�I x; t/ D U0�.�I x; t/V0.�/
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gives

(4.53)

W12.ƒ.u/I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/CW12.ƒ.u/
�I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/�

D
�
U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/�T.u/�3�1U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/�1

�
12

C
�
U0�.ƒ.u/

�I x; t/�1�3�T.u/�U0�.ƒ.u/
�I x; t/�1

�
12

D
�
U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/�T.u/�3�1U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/�1

�
12

C
�
U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/���1�3�T.u/�U0C.ƒ.u/I x; t/�

�
12
;

where�T.u/ ´ T.ƒ.u//ƒ0.u/, and where in the second line we used the Schwarz

symmetry U.��I x; t/ D U.�I x; t/��, which also has the effect of switching the

boundary value from the right of†� to the left of†C. Comparing now with (4.51)

we see that the rest of the argument employed in the case of � 2 †L [ †R goes

through essentially unchanged, with the result that

(4.54)

W12.ƒ.u/I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/CW12.ƒ.u/
�I x; t I 0/ƒ0.u/�

D
2X

j;kD1

AC
jk
.u/�Œjk�.ƒ.u/I x; t/C

2X

j;kD1

BC
jk
.u/�Œjk�.ƒ.u/I x; t/

where �T.u/ D AC.u/ C iBC.u/ with AC.�/ and BC.�/ being real matrix-valued

functions on .0; 1/, and where �Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ are again solutions

of (4.4) constructed via (4.11) and (4.13), respectively, but now using the columns

uŒ1�.�I x; t/ and uŒ2�.�I x; t/ of the boundary value U0C.�I x; t/ taken from the

left by the matrix U0.�I x; t/ on the arc †C. It therefore follows that again the

contributions to (4.50) from †C [†� taken together formally satisfy the focusing

linearized NLS equation (4.4).

Summary

The Cauchy problem for the linearized NLS equation (4.4) (based on the solu-

tion  0.x; t/ of the NLS equation (1.1) for which  0 � 1 2 L1.R/) with initial

data  1.x/ having sufficiently rapid decay can be obtained formally as follows:

� For � 2 †L [†C [†R, let M0C.�I x; t/ denote the boundary value taken

from the left of the simultaneous solution of the direct/inverse problem for

the solution  0.x; t/ of (1.1). Taking
�
uŒ1�.�I x; t/I uŒ2�.�I x; t/

�
D U0C.�I x; t/ D M0C.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

construct from the columns uŒj �.�I x; t/, j D 1; 2, the squared eigenfunc-

tion solutions

�Œ11�.�I x; t/; �Œ12�.�I x; t/ D �Œ21�.�I x; t/; �Œ22�.�I x; t/;
from (4.11) and

�Œ11�.�I x; t/; �Œ12�.�I x; t/ D �Œ21�.�I x; t/; �Œ22�.�I x; t/;
from (4.13) for � 2 †L [†C [†L.
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� Evaluating the squared eigenfunction solutions at t D 0, compute the inner

products with the Cauchy data  1 for the linearized problem necessary to

obtain the transform matrix T.�/ from (4.40) for � 2 †L [†C [†R.

� The solution  1.x; t/ of the linearized Cauchy problem is then  1.x; t/ D
 R

1 .x; t/C  C
1 .x; t/, where we have the explicit integral representations

(4.55)

 R

1 .x; t/ ´ � 1
�

2X

j;kD1

Z

†L[†R

�
RefTjk.�/g�Œjk�.�I x; t/

C ImfTjk.�/g�Œjk�.�I x; t/
�
d�

 C
1 .x; t/ ´ � 1

�

2X

j;kD1

Z u

u

�
RefTjk.ƒ.u//ƒ0.u/g�Œjk�.ƒ.u/I x; t/

C ImfTjk.ƒ.u//ƒ0.u/g�Œjk�.ƒ.u/I x; t/
�
du

with ƒ W .u; u/ ! †C being a piecewise-smooth parametrization of †C.

Simplification of  R

1
.x; t/ Using Schwarz Symmetry

If � 2 R, the squared eigenfunctions

�Œ11�.�I x; t/; �Œ12�.�I x; t/ D �Œ21�.�I x; t/; �Œ22�.�I x; t/;
�Œ11�.�I x; t/; �Œ12�.�I x; t/ D �Œ21�.�I x; t/; �Œ22�.�I x; t/;

are not linearly independent over the real numbers, leading to some simplifications

in the formula for  R

1 .x; t/. To obtain the relations among the solutions, we elimi-

nate U0�.�I x; t/ between the jump condition U0C.�I x; t/ D U0�.�I x; t/VR

0 .�/

and the Schwarz symmetry condition U0C.�I x; t/� D U0�.�I x; t/�1, both of

which hold for � 2 †L [ †R. Expressing VR

0 .�/ in terms of the reflection coeffi-

cient R0.�/ for the unperturbed initial condition  0.x; 0/ by

(4.56) VR

0 .�/ D
�
1C jR0.�/j2 R0.�/

�

R0.�/ 1

�
;

we systematically write all six of the squared eigenfunction solutions for a given

� 2 †L [ †R in terms of the others, obtaining a 6 � 6 real-linear homogeneous

system. A tedious but straightforward row reduction shows that the rank of this

system is exactly 3, containing only the following three independent relations:

(4.57)

�Œ11�.�I x; t/ D 2RefR0.�/g�Œ12�.�I x; t/ � .1C jR0.�/j2/�Œ22�.�I x; t/;
�Œ11�.�I x; t/ D �2 ImfR0.�/g�Œ12�.�I x; t/C .1C jR0.�/j2/�Œ22�.�I x; t/;
�Œ12�.�I x; t/ D � ImfR0.�/g�Œ22�.�I x; t/C RefR0.�/g�Œ22�.�I x; t/:
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It follows that for � 2 †L [†R,

(4.58)

2X

j;kD1

�
RefTjk.�/g�Œjk�.�I x; t/C ImfTjk.�/g�Œjk�.�I x; t/

�

D
�
.1C jR0.�/j2/ ImfT11.�/g

C 2RefR0.�/g ImfT12.�/g C ImfT22.�/g
�
�Œ22�.�I x; t/

C
�
2RefR0.�/g RefT11.�/g � 2 ImfR0.�/g ImfT11.�/g

C 2RefT12.�/g
�
�Œ12�.�I x; t/

C
�
�.1C jR0.�/j2/RefT11.�/g � 2 ImfR0.�/g ImfT12.�/g

C RefT22.�/g
�
�Œ22�.�I x; t/;

where we have also used T21 D T12, �Œjk� D �Œkj �, and �Œjk� D �Œkj �. Now

combining the relations (4.57) with (4.40), we observe the following identities:

.1C jR0.�/j2/ ImfT11.�/g C 2RefR0.�/g ImfT12.�/g C ImfT22.�/g

D � Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
;

2RefR0.�/g RefT11.�/g � 2 ImfR0.�/g ImfT11.�/g C 2RefT12.�/g D 0;

and

� .1C jR0.�/j2/RefT11.�/g � 2 ImfR0.�/g ImfT12.�/g C RefT22.�/g

D � Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
:

Therefore, from the definition (4.55) we see that  R

1 .x; t/ takes a simpler form:

(4.59)  R

1 .x; t/ D
Z

†L[†R

�
C�.�/�

Œ22�.�I x; t/C C�.�/�
Œ22�.�I x; t/

�
d�;

where the real-valued coefficients C�.�/ and C�.�/ are now given by explicit

whole-line spectral transforms:

(4.60)

C�.�/ ´ 1

�
Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
;

C�.�/ ´ 1

�
Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
:
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4.4 Solution of the Linearized Equation for the Peregrine Solution

Consider the case that the base solution of the NLS equation (1.1) about which

we will linearize is the Peregrine breather

(4.61)  0.x; t/ D  P .x; t/ ´ 1 � 4 1C 2i.t � t0/
1C 4.x � x0/2 C 4.t � t0/2

centered at .x0; t0/ in the .x; t/-plane. Without loss of generality, we will take

x0 D 0 but let t0 be arbitrary. We write zt ´ t � t0 below. As we have seen in Sec-

tion 3.3, this solution can be obtained in the setting of the robust IST by applying a

standard Darboux transformation with suitable parameters to the Riemann-Hilbert

matrix that represents the background state  .x; t/ � 1. The Darboux transforma-

tion also supplies the matrix U0.�I x; t/ D M0.�I x; t/ e�i�.�/.xC�t/�3 associated

with the solution (4.61) for x0 D 0. For � in the domainDC, the matrix U0.�I x; t/
takes the form

(4.62) U0.�I x; t/ D n.�/

�.�/.1C 4x2 C 4zt2/
Q.�I x; t/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 ;

where

Q11.�I x; t/ D 2i�.2zt � i/C �.�/.2zt � i/2 C 4x.�.�/x � i/;

Q12.�I x; t/ D 4�.�/.� � �.�//zt2 C 4izt
C .� � �.�//.�.�/C 2x.�.�/x C i//C 2;

Q21.�I x; t/ D 4�.�/.� � �.�//zt2 � 4izt
C .� � �.�//.�.�/C 4x.�.�/x � i//C 2;

Q22.�I x; t/ D �2i�.2zt C i/C �.�/.2zt C i/2 C 4x.�.�/x C i/:

We observe that formula (4.62) admits analytic continuation to the whole complex

plane with the branch cut †c of � and n omitted. This implies that, provided

" 1.x/ is such that it introduces no further singularities in the solution for the

perturbed potential  0.x/C " 1.x/, we may replace the contour †C [†� with a

“dogbone” contour that lies against the two sides of the branch cut †c except near

the endpoints � D ˙i where it is augmented by small circles of radius ı � 1.

Such a deformation of†˙ also results in†L being extended to .�1; 0/ and†R

being extended to .0;C1/. The contribution  R

1 .x; t/ therefore takes the form

(4.63)  R

1 .x; t/ D
Z

R

�
C�.�/�

Œ22�.�I x; t/C C�.�/�
Œ22�.�I x; t/

�
d�;

where, applying (4.57) with R0.�/ D 0 for all � 2 R n f0g,

(4.64)

C�.�/ D 1

�
Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ22�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
;

C�.�/ D � 1
�

Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ22�.�Iy; 0/� dy

�
:
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In this situation, we therefore have a very compelling representation of  R

1 .x; t/

involving L2.R/ projections onto the functions �Œ22�.�I x; 0/ and �Œ22�.�I x; 0/
followed by superposition with the very same solutions now evaluated at t ¤ 0.

Now †C has been deformed to consist of three parts joined end to end: the

vertical contour connecting � D 0 with � D i.1 � ı/ and lying on the left side

of †c, followed by the negatively oriented circle of radius ı centered at � D i,

followed by the vertical contour connecting � D i.1 � ı/ with � D 0 and lying

on the right side of †c. Let us call the contributions to  C
1 .x; t/ arising from

integration on the circle ı
1.x; t/ and set Î

1.x; t/ ´  C
1 .x; t/� ı

1.x; t/. We also

adopt the subscript notation C=� for the boundary values of U0.�I x; t/ and the

corresponding squared eigenfunctions taken on †c from the left/right half-plane.

Then we have the jump condition U0C.isI x; t/ D U0�.isI x; t/i�1 for 0 < s < 1,

and it follows that the squared eigenfunctions satisfy

(4.65)
�
Œ11�
˙ .isI x; t/ D ��Œ22�� .isI x; t/; �

Œ12�
C .isI x; t/ D ��Œ12�� .isI x; t/;

�
Œ11�
˙ .isI x; t/ D ��Œ22�� .isI x; t/; �

Œ12�
C .isI x; t/ D ��Œ12�� .isI x; t/;

for 0 < s < 1. Taking ƒ.u/ D iu, 0 < u < 1 � ı, for the parametrization of the

upward contribution to  Î

1.x; t/ and ƒ.u/ D i.1 � ı � u/, 0 < u < 1 � ı, for the

parametrization of the downward contribution to  Î

1.x; t/, and combining (4.40),

(4.55), and (4.65) gives

 Î

1.x; t/ D
Z 1�ı

0

�
DŒ11�� .u/�

Œ11�
C .iuI x; t/CDŒ22�� .u/�

Œ22�
C .iuI x; t/

CDŒ11�� .u/�
Œ11�
C .iuI x; t/CDŒ22�� .u/�

Œ22�
C .iuI x; t/

�
du;

where for 0 < u < 1 � ı,

(4.66)

DŒ11�� .u/ ´ 1

�
Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ22�
C .iuIy; 0/� dy

�
;

DŒ22�� .u/ ´ � 1
�

Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�
C .iuIy; 0/� dy

�
;

DŒ11�� .u/ ´ � 1
�

Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ22�
C .iuIy; 0/� dy

�
;

DŒ22�� .u/ ´ 1

�
Im

�Z

R

 1.y/�
Œ11�
C .iuIy; 0/� dy

�
:

Therefore, the contribution Î

1.x; t/ is also represented as a real linear combination

of squared eigenfunction solutions of the linearized problem with spectral trans-

form coefficients written in terms of L2.R/ inner products of the initial condi-

tion  1 with the same solutions at t D 0. The only part of the solution formula

 1.x; t/ D  R

1 .x; t/ C  Î

1.x; t/ C  ı
1.x; t/ left in terms of transform integrals

of  1 integrated against the squared eigenfunctions on the half-line is  ı
1.x; t/.

Taking the limit ı # 0 is generally not feasible, because from the factor n.�/=�.�/
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in (4.62) we see that the quadratic forms �Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ formed

from the elements of the matrix U0.�I x; t/ blow up proportionally to j� � ij�3=2,

and hence  ı
1.x; t/ D O.ı�2/ as ı # 0.

We can furthermore observe that, due to the simple exponential dependence of

the columns of the matrix U0.�I x; t/ given in (4.62), for fixed t 2 R the quadratic

forms �Œjk�.�I x; t/ and �Œjk�.�I x; t/ are uniformly bounded for x 2 R whenever

�.�/ 2 R. The same quadratic forms are uniformly bounded for .x; t/ 2 R
2

whenever both �.�/ 2 R and� 2 R. On the other hand, if �.�/ 2 R but Imf�g ¤ 0,

then the quadratic forms are bounded with respect to x but grow exponentially in t .

Moreover, the above bounds also hold uniformly as � ! 1. These results imply

that under reasonable conditions the component  R

1 .x; t/ of the solution  1.x; t/

of the linearized NLS equation (4.4) is uniformly bounded for all time.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the initial condition  1.�/ is such that C�.�/ and

C�.�/ defined by (4.64) are in L1.R/. Then  R

1 .x; t/ is uniformly bounded for

.x; t/ 2 R
2.

PROOF. This is a straightforward estimate, using the fact that � 2 R implies

�.�/ 2 R:

j R

1 .x; t/j �
Z

R

�
jC�.�/jj�Œ22�.�I x; t/j C jC�.�/jj�Œ22�.�I x; t/j

�
d�

� K

Z

R

�
jC�.�/j C jC�.�/j

�
d�;

where K is a uniform upper bound for j�Œ22�.�I x; t/j and j�Œ22�.�I x; t/j. �

On the other hand, the component  Î

1.x; t/ can grow exponentially in t . This is

for exactly the same reason that the solution of the linearized problem for the back-

ground solution  0.x; t/ � 1 typically grows exponentially. The squared eigen-

functions �
Œ11�
C .iuI x; t/, �Œ22�C .iuI x; t/, �Œ11�C .iuI x; t/, and �

Œ22�
C .iuI x; t/, while

bounded in x for 0 < u < 1 because �C.iu/ D �
p
1 � u2, exhibit exponential

growth in t because �C.iu/� D �iu
p
1 � u2; the exponential factors that appear

are precisely the same ones as in the case of linearization about  0.x; t/ � 1 for

which the analogue of (4.62) is simply U0.�I x; t/ D E.�/ ei�.�/.xC�t/�3 . The

linearization about the Peregrine solution  0.x; t/ D  P.x; t/ therefore predicts

instability of exactly the same sort as in the case  0.x; t/ � 1, namely the (mod-

ulational) instability of the background field on which the Peregrine solution rests.

However, Theorem 4.1 predicts linearized stability for suitable perturbations of

the Peregrine solution  0.x; t/ D  P.x; t/ for which the components  Î

1.x; t/

and  ı
1.x; t/ vanish identically (due to the vanishing of the corresponding integral

transforms in the integrand).
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Appendix A A Priori Estimates of Jost Solutions

LEMMA A.1 (A priori estimates). Suppose that  .x/ is defined for all x 2 R with

� D  � 1 2 L1.R/ and let j�j � s > 1. Then we have the following a priori

bounds for the indicated columns of K˙.�I x/ given in (1.13):

sup
x2R

kk�;1.�I x/k`1 �
�
1C 1p

s2 � 1

�
ec.s/k� k1 ;(A.1)

sup
x2R

kkC;2.�I x/k`1 �
�
1C 1p

s2 � 1

�
ec.s/k� k1 ;(A.2)

where kvk`1 denotes the `1-norm of a vector v 2 C
2 and

(A.3) c.s/ D 1

2

�
1C sp

s2 � 1

�
C 1p

s2 � 1
C 1

2.s2 � 1/ :

PROOF. Fix j�j � s for some s > 1 with Imf�g � 0. Then from (1.13) it is

seen that

(A.4) k�;1.�I x/ D

e1.�/C
Z x

�1

E.�/

�
1 0

0 e2i�.�/.x�y/

�
E.�/�1�‰.y/k�;1.�Iy/dy;

(A.5) kC;2.�I x/ D

e2.�/C
Z x

C1

E.�/

�
e�2i�.�/.x�y/ 0

0 1

�
E.�/�1�‰.y/kC;2.�Iy/dy;

To solve the integral equation (A.4), we set

(A.6) CŒ1�.�I x; y/ D E.�/ diag.1; e2i�.�/.x�y//E.�/�1�‰.y/

and introduce the Neumann series

(A.7) k�;1.�I x/ D
1X

nD0

!Œ1�n .�I x; t/;

where

(A.8) !
Œ1�
0 ´ e1.�/; !

Œ1�
nC1.�I x/ ´

Z x

�1

CŒ1�.�I x; y/!Œ1�n .�Iy/dy:

First, observe that if � D j�j ei� , � 2 R, then

j�.�/j D .j�j4 C 2j�j2 cos.2�/C 1/1=4;

which implies that

(A.9)

q
j�j2 � 1 � j�.�/j �

q
j�j2 C 1:
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Then since x 7! x=
p
x2 � 1 is a monotone decreasing map for x > 1, we have

(A.10)
j�j

j�.�/j � sp
s2 � 1

:

Now let k � k denote the (subordinate) matrix norm induced by the `1-norm on C
2

and observe that

(A.11)

kE.�/kkE.�/�1k D j�C �.�/j
2j�.�/j .1C j� � �.�/j/2

D 1

j�.�/j C j� � �.�/j C j�C �.�/j
2j�.�/j

� 1

�.�/
C j�j
2j�.�/j C 1

2
C 1

2j�.�/j2

� 1

2

�
1C sp

s2 � 1

�
C 1p

s2 � 1
C 1

2.s2 � 1/ DW c.s/:

This uniform bound implies

kCŒ1�.�I x; y/k � c.s/maxf1; e�2 Imf�.�/g.x�y/gj� .y/j;

which for �1 < y < x becomes

kCŒ1�.�I x; y/k � c.s/j� .y/j:

Then for the nth iterate in the Neumann series we have

k!Œ1�n .�I x/k`1

� ke1.�/k`1

Z x

˙1

Z x1

˙1

� � �
Z xn�1

˙1

kCŒ1�.�I x; x1/k � � � kCŒ1�.�I xn�1; xn/kdxndxn�1 � � � dx1

� ke1.�/k`1

Z x

˙1

Z x1

˙1

� � �
Z xn�1

˙1

j� .x1/jj� .x2/j � � � j� .xn/j � c.s/n dxn � � � dx1:

Setting

�.xn/ D c.s/

Z xn

˙1

j� .xn�1/jdxn�1; x0 D x;

and �n ´ �.xn/ gives

(A.12)

k!Œ1�n .�I x/k`1 � ke1.�/k`1

Z �.x/

˙1

Z �1

˙1

� � �
Z �n�1

˙1

d�n d�n�1 � � � d�1

D ke1.�/k`1

�.x/n

nŠ
� ke1.�/k`1

c.s/nk� kn1
nŠ

:

Therefore the Neumann series converges absolutely and uniformly in x for j�j > s
restricted to Imf�g � 0, and we obtain

(A.13) sup
x2R

kk�;1.�I x/k`1 �
�
1C 1p

s2 � 1

�
ec.s/k� k1 :
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Similarly, because ke2.�/k`1 D ke1.�/k`1 and kdiag. e�2i�.x�y/; 1/k � 1 on

x < y < C1, we have

�(A.14) sup
x2R

kkC;2.�I x/k`1 �
�
1C 1p

s2 � 1

�
ec.s/k� k1 :

Appendix B Asymptotic Properties of a.�/ for Large �

In what follows we make no attempt to optimize the value of rŒ� � to be defined

in (B.25) below.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.2. Since a.�I t / D a.�I 0/ DW a.�/, we omit the time

dependence of the quantities involved in the proof. We suppose that  .xI 0/ is not

identically 1 since otherwise a.�/ � 1, and we also a priori assume that j�j � 2.

Then, we apply Lemma A.1 with c D 2. From the following obvious inequalities,

(B.1) 1C 1p
22 � 1

< 2 and c.2/ < 2;

where for c.s/ we refer to the definition (A.11), Lemma A.1 implies the a priori

bounds

(B.2) sup
x2R

kk�;1.�I x/k`1 � 2 e2k� k1 ; sup
x2R

kkC;2.�I x/k`1 � 2 e2k� k1 :

Note that E.�/ D n.�/.I C i.� � �.�//�1/. We write

k�;1.�I x/ DW
�
u1.�I x/ v1.�I x/ e2i�.�/x

�T
:

Then the second component of (A.4) reads

(B.3)

e2i�.�/xv1.�I x/

D in.�/.� � �.�//

C n.�/2
�
�
Z x

�1

e2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/�u1.�Iy/dy

C i.� � �.�//
Z x

�1

�
1 � e2i�.�/.x�y/

�
� .y/ e2i�.�/yv1.�Iy/dy

� .� � �.�//2
Z x

�1

� .y/�u1.�Iy/
�
:

Note that since � ,  0 2 L1.R/, we have  ;� 2 L1.R/. Using this together

with the boundedness of u1.�Iy/ for �1 < y � x, Im �.�/ > 0, integrating by
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parts in the first integral, and using the differential equation (1.8) gives

(B.4)

e2i�.�/xv1.�I x/

D in.�/.� � �.�//

C n.�/2
�
� .x/�u1.�I x/

2i�.�/
C 1

2i�.�/
T1Œ� �. e2i�.�/�v1.�I �//.x/

� 1

2i�.�/

Z x

�1

e2i�.�/.x�y/
�
 0.y/� C i.�.�/ � �/� .y/�

�
u1.�Iy/dy

� .� � �.�//2
Z x

�1

� .y/�u1.�Iy/dy
)
;

where T1Œ� � denotes the following Volterra integral operator on L1.R/:

(B.5)

T1Œ� �h.x/

´ �
Z x

�1

e2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/� .y/h.y/dy

� 2�.�/.� � �.�//
Z x

�1

�
1 � e2i�.�/.x�y/

�
� .y/h.y/dy:

The assumption j�j � 2 implies that j� � �.�/jj�.�/j < 1 and hence the bound

(B.6) kT1Œ� �k1 � k� k1.k k1 C 4/

on the operator norm of T1Œ� � on L1.R/. Thus, with the uniform bounds (B.2)

and the fact that jn.�/j2 � 1 C j�.�/j�1 � 1 C 1=
p
3 < 2 when j�j � 2, if

j�.�/j > k� k1.k k1 C 4/, we then have

(B.7)

e2i�.�/�v1.�I �/


1

�

�

I � n.�/2

2i�.�/
T1Œ� �

��1
1

� 1

j�.�/j

�
2C

�
k� k1 C k 0k1 C 2k� k1

j�.�/j

�
2 e2k� k1

�

�
�
1 � k� k1.k k1 C 4/

j�.�/j

��1

� 1

j�.�/j

�
2C

�
k� k1 C k 0k1 C 2k� k1

j�.�/j

�
2 e2k� k1

�
;

where we have again used the bound j� � �.�/jj�.�/j < 1, together with

j� � �.�/j2j�.�/j2 < 1=2 and jn.�/2j < 2 < 4

for j�j � 2.
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Similarly, the discrepancy from unity for the first component of (A.4) reads

u1.�I x/�1 D n.�/ � 1

C n.�/2
�Z x

�1

� .y/ e2i�.�/yv1.�Iy/dy

� i.� � �.�//
Z x

�1

. e2i�.�/.x�y/ � 1/� .y/�u1.�Iy/dy

C .� � �.�//2
Z x

�1

e2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/ e2i�.�/yv1.�Iy/dy
�
;

from which we directly obtain the bound

(B.8)

ku1.�I �/ � 1k1 � 1

2j�.�/j2

C 2

�e2i�.�/�v1.�I �/


1

�
1C 1

2j�.�/j2

�
k� k1

C 2

j�.�/jk� k12e2k� k1

�
:

We now proceed to get the analogous estimates for the elements of the other

column:

(B.9) kC;2.�I x/ DW
�
e�2i�.�/xu2.�Ix/ v2.�Ix/

�T
:

The first component of (A.5) reads:

e�2i�.�/xu2.�Ix/

D in.�/.� � �.�//

C n.�/2
�Z x

C1

e�2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/v2.�Iy/dy

� i.� � �.�//
Z x

C1

.1 � e�2i�.�/.x�y//� .y/� e�2i�.�/yu2.�Iy/dy

C .� � �.�//2
Z x

C1

� .y/v2.�Iy/dy
�
:
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As before, integrating by parts in the first integral and using the differential equa-

tion (1.8) to eliminate v2y.�Iy/ gives

e�2i�.�/xu2.�Ix/

D in.�/.� � �.�//

C n.�/2
�
� .x/v2.�I x/

2i�.�/
C 1

2i�.�/
T2Œ� �. e�2i�.�/�u2.�I �//.x/

� 1

2i�.�/

Z x

C1

e�2i�.�/.x�y/
�
 0.y/C i.� � �.�//� .y/

�
v2.�Iy/dy

C .� � �.�//2
Z x

C1

� .y/v2.�Iy/dy
�
;

where

(B.10)

T2Œ� �h.x/

´
Z x

C1

e�2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/ .y/�h.y/dy

C 2�.�/.� � �.�//
Z x

C1

.1 � e�2i�.�/.x�y//� .y/�h.y/dy:

Again the assumption j�j � 2 implies the bound

(B.11) kT2Œ� �k1 � k� k1.k k1 C 4/

on the operator norm of T2Œ� � onL1.R/. Thus, if j�.�/j > k� k1.k k1C4/,
then we obtain

(B.12)

ke�2i�.�/�u2.�I �/k1

�
�
1 � k� k1.k k1 C 4/

j�.�/j

��1

� 1

j�.�/j

�
2C

�
k� k1 C k 0k1 C 2k� k1

j�.�/j

�
2 e2k� k1

�
;
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for j�j � 2. Similarly, for the discrepancy from unity for the second component of

(A.5) we have

v2.�I x/�1

D n.�/ � 1

� n.�/2
�Z x

C1

� .y/� e�2i�.�/yu2.�Iy/dy

C i.� � �.�//
Z x

C1

.e�2i�.�/.x�y/ � 1/� .y/v2.�Iy/dy

� .� � �.�//2
Z x

C1

e�2i�.�/.x�y/� .y/�e�2i�.�/yu2.�Iy/dy
�

from which we can directly obtain the estimate

(B.13)

kv2.�I � / � 1k1

� 1

2j�.�/j2

C 2

�
ke�2i�.�/�u2.�I � /k1

�
1C 1

2j�.�/j2

�
k� k1

C 2

j�.�/jk� k12 e2k� k1

�
:

For convenience we denote the (identical) bound in the estimates (B.7) and (B.12)

by m.�/, namely

(B.14) maxfke�2i�.�/�u2.�I � /k1; ke2i�.�/�v1.�I � /k1g � m.�/;

where

m.�/ ´
�
1 � k� k1.k k1 C 4/

j�.�/j

��1

� 1

j�.�/j

�
2C

�
k� k1 C k 0k1 C 2k� k1

j�.�/j

�
2 e2k� k1

�
;

which is well-defined for j�.�/j > k� k1.k k1 C 4/ and m.�/ > 0, with

m.�/ D O.��1/ as � ! 1 since �.�/ D O.�/ as � ! 1. Then from (B.8) and

(B.13) we obtain

(B.15)

maxfku1.�I � / � 1k1; kv2.�I �/ � 1k1g

� 1

2j�.�/j2 C 2m.�/k� k1 C m.�/k� k1
j�.�/j2

C 8k� k1 e2k� k1

j�.�/j DW q.�/;
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where clearly q.�/ > 0 and q.�/ D O.��1/ as � ! 1. Then from definition

(1.15) of a.�/ and the estimates (B.14) and (B.15), it follows that

(B.16) ja.�/�1j � 2q.�/Cq.�/2Cm.�/2 D O.�/; � ! 1; Imf�.�/g > 0;

which proves the first claim. To guarantee that ja.�/j > 1
2

outside a disk centered

at the origin in the �-plane, it suffices to ensure that jq.�/j � 1
8

and m.�/ � 1
4

by

the inequality in (B.16). First, from (B.15) it is seen that if

(B.17) j�.�/j � max
˚
4; 256k� k1 e2k� k1

	

and

(B.18) m.�/ � min

�
1

4
;

1

33k� k1

�
;

then q.�/ � 1
8

. Note also that we have the condition

(B.19) j�.�/j > k� k1.k k1 C 4/

for m.�/ to be well-defined, and it remains to obtain a lower bound on j�.�/j to

guarantee (B.18).

We first strengthen (B.19) and demand

(B.20) j�.�/j � 4k� k1.k k1 C 4/:

Then using (B.17) together with (B.20) we obtain

(B.21) m.�/ � 4

3j�.�/j

�
2C 1

64
C 2

�
k� k1 C k 0k1

�
e2k� k1

�
:

Thus, to ensure (B.18), one needs to choose � such that

(B.22) j�.�/j � 1

3
maxf16; 132k� k1g �

�
2C 1

64
C 4k 0k1 e2k� k1

�

since k� k1 � k 0k1. Since k� k1.k k1 C 4/ � k� k1.k 0k1 C 5/, to

guarantee all of the conditions (B.17), (B.20), and (B.22) simultaneously, �.�/

needs to satisfy

(B.23)

j�.�/j � max

�
4; 256k� k1 e2k� k1 ; 4k� k1.k 0k1 C 5/;

hŒ� �;
33

4
k� k1hŒ� �

�
;

where

(B.24) hŒ� � ´ 16

3

�
2C 2�6 C 4k 0k1 e2k� k1

�
:
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Note that the initial assumption j�j � 2 is absorbed in this condition. Using (A.9),

it is enough to choose

(B.25)
j�j �

s

1C max

�
4; 256k� k1 e2k� k1 ; d1Œ� �; hŒ� �;

33

4
k� k1hŒ� �

�2

DW rŒ� �;

where d1Œ� � ´ 4k� k1.k 0k1 C 5/ to guarantee (B.23). With this choice

m.�/ � 1
4

and q.�/ � 1
8

, and hence

(B.26) ja.�/ � 1j � 21

64
<
1

2
;

which implies the second claim. �
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